Keeping the tradition alive
Training a new generation of linemen at Wells REC
Story begins on page 16.

Gathering near the service center in Wells, on the truck, from left: Terry Madison, Shawn Kelley, and Chris Duffy; on the ground, from left: Roger Finn, Matthew Wilson, Ryan Brodsho.
Balled fist

Our union is stronger than ever, more active than ever, and more prepared than ever for the future. And that's fortunate, because the future is coming at us with a balled fist. But first, some good news.

• IBEW 1245 members in the public sector are beginning to fight their way out of the difficult bargaining conditions imposed by the Great Recession.

• IBEW 1245 member-organizers continue to hone their skills in key battles—most recently defending workers against attack in Anchorage, Alaska, and helping a critical IBEW organizing drive in Rockford, Illinois.

• And IBEW 1245 units are using our new Community Fund to assist their local communities—building goodwill for our union.

We've got momentum, which is good because we face two major threats.

The first threat is the proposed acquisition of NV Energy by Warren Buffett's MidAmerican Energy. This is not a battle I would choose for us, but it is one we cannot avoid.

Buffett likes to portray himself as a champion of the middle class. How real is that? To find out, I recently met with Buffett’s MidAmerican. In their experience, Buffett is no champion of working people. If anything, his tactics are like those of the 19th century robber barons, who were ruthless in squeezing every penny they could out of their workers.

Although regulatory approval of the MidAmerican deal is still months away, IBEW 1245 is getting ready. We've formed a coordinating council with the other IBEW locals at companies owned by MidAmerican. Through this council, we will support one another in negotiations and provide a united front in the event that things turn ugly. We are still hoping for the best, but we are definitely preparing for the worst. Our Executive Board has made sure that we will have the funds we need for a protracted fight, if that becomes necessary.

As the saying goes, when it rains, it pours. Buffett is not our only problem.

Pacific Gas & Electric is facing a potentially crippling fine for the 2010 gas pipeline explosion in San Bruno. The California Public Utilities Commission staff has recommended a penalty of $4 billion. This proposal is supported by San Bruno Mayor Jim Ruane and State Senator Jerry Hill, whose district includes San Bruno.

Four billion is more than four times the company's net income of last year and would be the largest penalty ever brought by a state regulator in the U.S. While these punitive demands might help Senator Hill and Mayor Ruane politically, the penalties would have profound implications for utility service in California.

In the wake of a multi-billion dollar fine, all of the investor-owned utilities operating in California could expect increased investor anxiety over what will be viewed as a capricious and unpredictable California regulatory climate. Already, Standard & Poor's Ratings Services has revised its outlook on PG&E from stable to negative.

In fact, the ripples of the CPUC’s decision might even reach consumers, not because PG&E plans to pass the costs of fines directly to them, but rather, because diminished investment capital will make it harder for the company to borrow money, thereby requiring it to seek customer contributions in the form of rate hikes.

There is also considerable risk that even a “moderate” penalty of roughly $2 billion—which, combined with remedial actions already taken by PG&E—would bring the company’s total liability to $4 billion—might force it into bankruptcy proceedings for the second time in a little over a decade.

Many of us can remember the painful toll of the 2001 bankruptcy. To be clear, that was merely a technical bankruptcy (a bankruptcy on paper, you might say) because the CPUC crafted a bailout package that ultimately allowed PG&E to continue operating without having to lay off employees. This time, in light of the pervading ill will against PG&E for its role in the San Bruno disaster, there are no such assurances for bankruptcy under these circumstances would likely require a structural reorganization of the company.

It goes without saying that these fundamental changes may not be for the better.

Regardless of its ultimate form, the CPUC’s decision will have serious implications for our 2014 negotiations with PG&E. Just as we’ve been preparing ourselves for MidAmerican, we’re preparing ourselves for a possible PG&E bankruptcy by hiring bankruptcy lawyers and accountants to help analyze the situation and prepare contingency plans.

These new threats we face in Nevada and California cannot be taken lightly. But we have resources, we have allies, and we are battle-experienced.

We don’t welcome this or any fight. But we will be prepared.

---

Retroactive wage hikes at Tri-Dam

Members ratified a new three-year agreement with Tri-Dam Project.

The pact includes wage increases retroactive to March 1, 2012 and a total of 6% in general wage increases over the term.

The pact was ratified on July 23 and approved by the Board of Directors on Aug. 15.

Bargaining for the union were Troy Hammerbeck, Thomas Hardie, and Jim Wilson, along with Business Rep. Charley Souders.

---

Local 1245 members at Plumas Sierra Rural Electric Co-op ratified a new one-year agreement that provides a wage increase of 2.625% retroactive to July 1.

The vote, held on July 10 at the Sierra Rural Electric Co-op, was overwhelmingly in favor of the new agreement.

The vote, held on July 10 at the Sierra Rural Electric Co-op, was overwhelmingly in favor of the new agreement.

Southern Oregon Electric Cooperative members ratified a new three-year agreement that provides a wage increase of 2.625% retroactive to March 1, 2012 and a total of 6% in general wage increases over the term.

The pact was ratified on July 23 and approved by the Board of Directors on Aug. 15.

Bargaining for the union were Troy Hammerbeck, Thomas Hardie, and Jim Wilson, along with Business Rep. Charley Souders.

---

Local 1245 members at Plumas Sierra REC.

Lula Washington

IBEW 1245 mourns the passing of former Business Rep Lula Washington, who died July 5.

Sister Washington, who served on the union staff for two decades, was deeply committed to the cause of workers’ rights. A review of her union career was published in 2011 and can be viewed at www.ibew 1245.com/news-Local1245/Lula_Washington_6-1-11.pdf.

---
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IBEW members at Plumas Sierra REC.
New hires

Three former members of the IBEW 1245 Advisory Council and PG&E bargaining committee have been hired onto the union’s staff.

Casey Barker, a former PG&E lineman, was a 23-year IBEW member.

Anthony Brown now represents PG&E Richmond and Oakland Divisions, including Richmond front counter; Concord and Antioch Divisions, including front counter office; Los Medonas (Gas System Maintenance and Operations); and Gateway Power Plant. Brown, a former PG&E gas service rep, is a 10-year IBEW member.

Ken Amaral now represents members at PG&E Stockton Division (except the Credit Center), Gas Systems Maintenance and Gas Systems Operations. Amaral, a former PG&E senior hydro clerk, is a 36-year IBEW member.

City of Oakland pact ratified

Members of IBEW 1245 at the City of Oakland ratified a new Memorandum of Understanding on July 24. The vote to approve was unanimous.

A resolution adopting the MOU was approved by the Oakland City Council on July 30, also by a unanimous vote.

The agreement provides for a 2% COLA retroactive to July 1, 2013 and a 1% COLA effective July 1, 2014. It also provides for improvements in Professional Development Reimbursement, Safety Shoe Allowance, Certification incentive pay, and leave benefits.

The City earlier withdrew its proposals for increased medical premium and pension sharing, reported IBEW 1245 Business Representative Al Fortier.

Negotiating for the union, along with Fortier, were Michael Patterson and Joe Rohrer.

City of Roseville

Members ratify wage increases

IBEW 1245 members on Sept. 3 ratified a new agreement with the City of Roseville that increases wages in 2014 and 2015. A large majority of 74% supported ratification.

Wage increases of 1.5% take effect on July 1, 2014, and Jan. 1, 2015. The agreement expires at the end of the year.

In addition, the pact extends certification pay to the Environmental Utilities Maintenance Department and increases certification pay for Water Efficiency.

Maximum accruals on vacation leave will be increased by an additional 25%. Personal Leave Time (PLT) accrued at the rate of 80 hours annually remains in the agreement.

City contributions towards health care will be increased by 6% over the term with a third-tier Retirement Health Savings (RHS) plan for new hires. Additional language in the agreement specifies that current tier one and two employee retiree health benefits will not be modified as a result of movement from the CalPERS equal contribution method to the PEMHCA minimum contribution method. Tier 3 employees would be eligible to receive full City contributions after 10 years of cumulative service with the City.

Bargaining for the union were Mike Barton, Jeff Beaubier, Rick Thompson, Brian Boyd and Jim Bell, along with Business Rep Charley Souders and Assistant Business Manager Ray Thomas.

Shell thwarted in San Francisco

CleanPowerSF San Francisco’s plan to contract with Shell Energy for the delivery of electricity to city residents, lost traction on Aug. 13 when the city’s Public Utilities Commission voted 3-2 against setting rates for the program—effectively putting it on hold.

The program was approved last fall by the Board of Supervisors, who authorized a five-year, $19.5 million contract with Shell. But IBEW Local 1245 members and other participants in the “Shell Shock” campaign showed up at the SFPUC meeting on Aug. 13 to object to the plan.

In a letter to the SFPUC, Local 1245 Business Representative Hunter Stern said the power supplied by Shell would be green “in name only” because the power would come from available fossil fuel sources on the grid. CleanPowerSF would almost certainly increase greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs), in violation of City policy, Stern said.

“The residents of San Francisco do not want to be forced to become customers of Shell Oil,” said Stern, noting that Shell has been called one of “the dirtiest, most regressive corporations in the world.”
There are big changes ahead in the IBEW medical benefit package at PG&E, with a new emphasis on preventive care. Are IBEW members prepared to make informed decisions about their options? We want to make sure that you are.

In August, IBEW 1245 conducted three "train the trainer" meetings at Weakley Hall in Vacaville—on Aug. 13, 22 and 27. In all, over 100 "member trainers" came in to learn what's new in the benefits package. They, in turn, spent September spreading the word to IBEW members. Over 200 meetings were scheduled—on company time—systemwide.

“There's notional money that's being made available to each member, funds that can go into an account to help cover deductibles and out of pocket expenses,” said Business Representative Bryan Carroll, who helped conduct the "train the trainer" meetings.

"$750 for single coverage or $1250 for family coverage is available automatically on Jan. 1, 2014. If members take a quick health screening they will get another $250/$500. Another $250/$500 is given if they take a tobacco screening or complete a 5 phone call cessation program,” Carroll said.

Members attending the training sessions in August got a preview of how the program works: they had an opportunity to get the health screening and tobacco screening themselves.

“The screenings are voluntary,” Carroll said, “but there's a financial incentive to do it.”

The new medical program goes into effect in 2014.
OK, JIM, WE NEED TO FINISH THIS CONVERSATION IN MY OFFICE...

IF IT'S DISCIPLINARY, I WANT DAN THERE, HE'S MY SHOP STEWARD!

JIM'S GOT THE RIGHT IDEA!

OK, HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED...

WELL, IF YOU WANT TO MAKE A UNION ISSUE OUT OF IT, OK, BUT DAN ISN'T HERE TODAY, WE GOT CAROL ON.

OH, SHE'S GOOD.

CAROL, WE NEED YOU TO SIT IN ON THIS--JIM WANTS TO DRAG IT ALL DAY...

IT'S HIS RIGHT TO HAVE ME THERE, AS WELL AS TO CONFER WITH ME FIRST.

WAIT, I'LL GET YOUR SIDE, BUT I'LL TALK TO JIM PRIVATELY FIRST.

WHAT'S THIS ABOUT?

AT THE JOB SITE YESTERDAY THE SUPERVISOR STARTED ASKING ME PERSONAL STUFF ABOUT PEOPLE, ABOUT JOB PERFORMANCE AND HOME LIFE THAT'S NOT RIGHT, AND I SAID SO; HE GOT MAD AND NOW HE WANTS TO TALK TO ME.

WELL, YOU WERE RIGHT TO ASK FOR REPRESENTATION.

WEINGARTEN RIGHTS

WEINGARTEN RIGHTS WERE ESTABLISHED BY THE SUPREME COURT IN 1975.

YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO A STEWARD AT ANY MEETING THAT MIGHT INVOLVE DISCIPLINE.

GLAD TO KNOW THE UNION HAS MY BACK!

WEINGARTEN SAYS:

• You have a right to a steward.
• If none is available, you can demand to postpone the interview and you can't be disciplined for refusing to answer.
• You don't have to sign any written statement.
• You must answer questions (unless another right is involved, such as a medical issue).
• But you should never guess, nor answer questions you don't understand or concern things you don't fully remember.
• Steward has a right to know what the interview is about.
• Steward can ask for a private caucus with the employee and can advise on how to answer questions.
• Steward may ask questions or explain employee answers.
• Steward can suggest additional information the employer should consider in the investigation.
• Steward should take careful notes.

YOU HAVE A RIGHT TO A STEWARD, BUT IT'S UP TO YOU TO ASSERT THIS RIGHT, SPEAK UP! ASK FOR A STEWARD!
You are making history today. If you are successful out in the field, we will end up creating two or three hundred jobs at PG&E.”

That’s what Business Manager Tom Dalzell told 16 people who came to IBEW 1245’s Weakley Hall on Sept. 5 to be trained as traffic controllers for PG&E.

With this pilot program, IBEW 1245 is training and dispatching flaggers to perform traffic control at PG&E worksites in the North Bay. It is a program, says Senior Assistant Business Manager Joe Osterlund, “that gives folks in the community an opportunity to get their foot in the door at PG&E, a good company, and get into the utility business.”

Traditionally, meter reading has been an entry point into PG&E, but “Smart Meters” have been steadily eliminating those positions. Traffic control could become a new point of entry into PG&E, said Dalzell. For some workers, traffic control may be a perfect fit for what they want, while for others it can be “a way to get in, look around at the apprenticeships and start moving into other positions,” he said.

Traffic control at PG&E is provided largely by contractors, but historically the work was performed by regular PG&E employees represented by IBEW 1245. While contract employees play an important role in handling peak work load, permanent in-house jobs provide greater long-term security for workers.

“This is a seed being planted, to try to get this work back,” said J.V. Macor, the IBEW 1245 business representative in the North Bay area where the traffic control pilot is being launched. “We hope that it grows.”

Macor envisions the traffic control pilot expanding. He hopes that other PG&E divisions will say, “Hey, we want that in our division, we want that same level of service, we want that at night now, we want that during the day. Gas wants it. Electric wants it.

“When they see what that does to the morale of the workgroup, how it builds it up, how they have dedicated employees who will do this, who take ownership of what they do, that’s going to grow,” said Macor.

For now, the program is an IBEW 1245 Hiring Hall pilot. The next step will be to get another group in to receive the training and expand the program through the North Bay and hopefully beyond.

“It may continue to be a Hiring Hall pilot, or maybe it will be time to sit down and negotiate with PG&E for a traffic control department,” said Osterlund.

Osterlund credited PG&E Gas Operations, and Labor Relations Director Steve Bayburn, with helping get the traffic control pilot off the ground.

“Labor and management have been moving forward together on this,” said Osterlund, “because everybody sees that it has such great potential.”

A trainee practices flagging moves.

Safety Center trainer Annette Pleis led the training at Weakley Hall.

Business Manager Tom Dalzell: the potential to create 200-300 jobs at PG&E.
BG&E VP Geisha Williams visits union hall

Geisha Williams, PG&E Executive Vice President for Electric Operations, visited IBEW 1245 headquarters on Aug 20, to discuss current issues with members working in Electric Operations and IBEW staff.

She said the backlog of deferred maintenance tags will be completed by the end of 2013, and that the company's goal is to stay current on compliance tags going forward. The company is also on track to complete the pole replacement annual objective on time this December.

Williams also commented on the company's decreased emphasis on disciplinary action for work procedure mistakes, hoping that open communication between employees and supervisors is a more productive course for reducing safety-related issues.

Deferred maintenance, safety and discipline discussed

Video explains PG&E Pension Calculator

IBEW 1245 has created a series of three videos to help members at PG&E figure out how to use the union's PG&E Pension Calculator.

The last round of general bargaining with PG&E brought significant changes to retirement benefits and gives members a chance to choose between the traditional plan and a new cash balance plan. IBEW 1245 created a Pension Calculator to help members figure out which plan will work best for them.

Now we have created three videos to explain how the calculator works. These videos explain how to use the basic calculator, how to use the detailed calculator, and how to make comparisons between the traditional and the new cash balance plans.

Disclaimer: The calculations provided by this calculator should not be construed as financial, legal or tax advice, and should not be relied upon as the only source of information. Please see full disclaimer on website before using calculator.
Local 1245 and Davey Tree collaborate on “Close Call” program

I

BEW Local 1245 y Davey Tree Surgery have started informational meetings to increase incident reporting by tree trimmers. Davey Tree management and safety officials requested that Local 1245’s Keep the Clearance peer committee oversee and manage the reporting of near misses, also referred to as “close calls.”

Davey Tree sought out the peer committee for two main reasons,” said Local 1245 Business Representative Rich Lane. “First, to be the recipient of all close call reports to make sure that those who report remain anonymous, and to review the reports so that useful information goes to Davey Tree and union tree members to provide a clearer picture of incidents in the field and to prevent a recurrence.

In early July, Local 1245 Business Representatives Carl Lamers, Junior Ornelas and Abel Sanchez, joined by Lane, met with Davey managers Larry Abernathy, Alan Finocchio and Dave Handt to go over details on how to best present the program and make it workable so tree trimmers would want to participate.

“Our overall goal is safety,” said Finocchio, Davey Tree Regional Vice President. “A safe company is a competitive company, and we want to help our employees be safe.”

Local 1245 Business Representative Sanchez said the union wants all tree trimmers to report close calls through this program.

“Local 1245 Keep the Clearance is going to unit meetings of all tree trimmer companies to explain close call and how everyone can participate; however, it should be noted that Davey Tree took the lead on this and that says a lot for their safety attitude,” Sanchez said.

According to the program, a “close call” is an incident on the job that could have resulted in an injury or damage to company or private property but due to fortunate circumstances did not. A close call report is a chance for others to learn from an incident in order to prevent an injury or save a life in the future. It is important to know that any immediate danger or serious safety risk should not be considered a close call—it should be reported to the company as soon as possible.

Local 1245 and Davey Tree safety representatives, along with members of the Keep the Clearance safety initiative, are currently going to Davey Tree work yards to explain the close call program. They will complete these yard tours sometime this winter. Members are showing an interest in the program and like the anonymous reporting aspect of it. A close call report should include details of the event and what could have prevented the incident.

Tree trimmers have several ways to report close calls, such as filling out a form and giving it to a business representative, safety steward, or shop steward; or mailing it to Local 1245 in envelopes provided by the union with pre-paid postage. Those who want to report a close call on-line can go to www.ibew1245.com, click on “Safety Matters” on the bottom right side of the website home page, then click on “Near Miss” and write in the close call. For information or to ask questions, contact a union tree representative, or safety representa tive Rich Lane at rvl5@ibew1245.com or call Lane at 209-202-9492.

Tree trimmers should NOT put their name or work location on the report, and should NOT report to the company. The agreed-to arrangement is for Local 1245 Keep the Clearance committee to receive all close call reports.

After review, all close call reports will be given to Davey Tree to use in safety meetings and training. Local 1245 will place the reports on the union’s website for members to access, and on the Keep the Clearance peer initiative secure online safety forum.

Davey Tree crews in Martinez gather for a Close Call presentation. Las cuadrillas de Davey Tree en Martinez se reúnen para una presentación sobre el programa Accidente Potencial.

Local 1245 y Davey Tree colaboran en el programa de seguridad “Accidente Potencial”

I

BEW Local 1245 y Davey Tree Surgery han iniciado reuniones informales para incrementar el número de informes presentados por los podadores de árboles cuando ocurre un incidente.

La gerencia y los funcionarios encargados de seguridad de Davey Tree han solicitado que el comité de iguales “Mantenga la distancia” supervise y administre los informes de accidentes potenciales (“close call” o “near miss” en inglés.)

“Davey Tree solicitó la ayuda del comité de iguales por dos razones principales,” dijo Rich Lane, Representante de Negocios del Local 1245. “Primero, para que este comité reciba todos los informes de accidentes potenciales y así garantizar que los informes permanecen anónimos; y para revisar los informes de manera que la información que reciba David Tree y los miembros del sindicato de podadores, sirva para tener una idea más clara de los incidentes y para prevenir que ocurran de nuevo.”

A principios de julio, los Representantes de Negocios del Local 1245 Carl Lamers, Junior Ornelas y Abel Sanchez, junto con el Sr. Lane, se reunieron con Larry Abernathy, Alan Finocchio y Dave Handt, gerentes de Davey, para repasar los detalles en cuanto a la mejor forma de presentar el programa de manera que sea viable y que los podadores de árboles quieran y estén dispuestos a participar en él.

“Nuestro objetivo general es la seguridad,” dijo el Sr. Finocchio, Vicepresidente Regional de Davey Tree. “Una compañía segura es una compañía competitiva, y queremos ayudar a nuestros empleados a que estén seguros.”

El Sr. Sanchez, Representante de Negocios del Local 1245, dijo que el sindicato quiere que todos los podadores de árboles presenten informes sobre accidentes potenciales a través de este programa.

“El comité ‘Mantenga la distancia’ del Local 1245 está asistiendo a las reuniones de las unidades de todas las compañías de poda de árboles para explicar el programa de accidente potencial y cómo todos pueden participar; sin embargo, debemos recalcarn que Davey Tree tomó la iniciativa para este programa y eso dice mucho sobre su posición respecto a la seguridad,” dijo el Sr. Sanchez.

Según el programa, un “accidente potencial” es cualquier evento en el lugar de trabajo que podría haber resultado en una lesión corporal o daños materiales a la compañía o a la propiedad privada, pero que afortunadamente no tuvo esas consecuencias. Un informe sobre un accidente potencial le da la oportunidad a otros de aprender a través del incidente para prevenir lesiones o salvar vidas en el futuro. Es importante destacar que un evento de peligro inminente o de grave riesgo a la seguridad no debe considerarse como un accidente potencial y debe ser reportado a la compañía lo más pronto posible.

El Local 1245 y los representantes de seguridad de Davey Tree, junto con los miembros de la iniciativa de seguridad “Mantenga la distancia”, actualmente están visitando los patios de trabajo para explicar el programa de accidente potencial. Se espera completar todas las visitas a los patios durante esta temporada de invierno. Los miembros han mostrado interés en el programa y les gusta que los informes sean anónimos. Un informe de accidente potencial deberá incluir detalles del incidente y qué se podría haber hecho para evitarlo.

Los podadores de árboles NO deben colocar su nombre o lugar de trabajo en el informe, y NO deberán informar a la compañía. El acuerdo es que el comité “Mantenga la distancia” del Local 1245 recibe todos los informes sobre accidentes potenciales.

Después de ser revisados, todos los informes de accidentes potenciales se entregarán a Davey Tree para usarse en reuniones de seguridad y para la capacitación. El Local 1245 colocará los informes en el sitio web del sindicato para que los miembros tengan acceso a ellos, y también en el foro de seguridad de la iniciativa entre iguales “Mantenga la distancia” en Internet, el cual tiene acceso restringido.

Las cuadrillas de Davey Tree en Oakland se reúnen para una presentación sobre el programa Accidente Potencial.

Davey Tree crews in Oakland gather for a Close Call presentation.

Davey Tree crews in Martinez gather for a Close Call presentation.

Las cuadrillas de Davey Tree en Martinez se reúnen para una presentación sobre el programa Accidente Potencial.
Problem palms

The palm is a beautiful tree, but there are some places it just doesn’t belong. Like beneath a power line.

If a palm tree contacts an energized line and catches fire, says Davey Tree Foreman John Simms, the fire department will have a very hard time putting it out.

“They’re very fibrous. The fibers inside catch on fire. The fire department would have to come out numerous times. They can spray them but then they catch on fire again because the inside of the fibers are still smoldering,” Simms said.

On this particularly brilliant sunny day, Simms and his crewmate Joshua Garcia find themselves in the East Bay city of Pittsburg, where three palm trees are growing into the overhead lines. Simms says they have to be removed.

“They’re in the grass family, which is a singular sprout that goes up. There’s no way of trimming them away from the wires. Eventually, once they get so tall we need to remove them because they will catch on fire if they cross-phase the line,” he said.

Property owners don’t like to see their favorite trees taken down, but sometimes it is unavoidable.

“It was the wrong kind of tree planted in the wrong area. Those fronds catch on fire so easily it’s like a torch,” said Simms.
SERVICE AWARDS
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HONOREES

45 Years
Dunkin, Richard
Fraijo, A F
Habecker, left, and Business Manager Tom Dalzell.

40 Years
Avila, John P
Azena, George
Camarena, Daniel R
Cardoza, John T
Davis, Johnny O
Dessauer, Michael
Blond, Larry
Flohr, Barbara L
Glass, Edwin C
Gomez, Ernest
Gonzalez, Paul R
Harris, Otha B
Hernandez, Gilbert S
Ingle, Richard
James, Stan
Lehman, David W
Lowell, Vernon J
O’Neil, William L
Patterson, Norrell
Puckett, Michael D
Riofrio Jr., Robert
Patterson, Norrell
O’Neil, William L
James, Stan
Zapata, John J

35 Years
Hagen, Josie A
Hansen, Chris
Hinojos, Shelley E
Hoover, Sophia K
Isak, Mitchell
Jameson, Michael T
Jones, Ken
Jorgensen, Donald
Kawano, Collin M
Konz, Tim H
Landes, Fred P
Lawson, Terry L
Lewis, Patrick A
Marsh, Tamara L
Martinez, Frank R
Megrue, Lin D
Meagher, Vincent
Micheli, Michael
Orocho, Richard
Pack, David A
Pano, Dennis
Perez, Debbi M
Puckett, Randy A
Reyes, Lloyd R
Rodgers, Richard B
Rosales, Joseph J
Russell, Scott
Skelley, Jeff H
Wibeto Jr., Harold A
Wong, Shelley J

30 Years
Anthony, Shawn R
Baker, John D
Beccera, Sylvia B
Beveridge, Gary A
Brown, Jr., Jerry R
Carrillo, Greg
De Soto, Magdalena
Deboer, Russell J
Douglas, John J
Gomes, Michael T
Gonzalez, Stella T
Gonzalez, Rachel
Hakker, Lonnie A
Hall, Rodney W
Hazelton, Gary

25 Years
Angel Jr., Larry
Brennan, Eric S
Duren, Bart G
Large, Craig
Osborn, Jerry S
Pearson, Jon H
Ramos, Ralph
Roberts, James

20 Years
Hancock, Jeremy T
Camposano, Jose L

15 Years
Aguiar, Jose J
Angulo, Jorge
Arneson, Gerald
Bishop, Hugh S
Lafloun, Timothy C
Maslonka, Dustin L
Perez, Rafael
Plumbert, Aileen D
Quintero, Fernando
Rodriguez, Robert
Sculli, Robert
Tapias, Delfino
White, Coby D

10 Years
Aguado, Kevin J
Akins, Linea A
Almiller, Joshua D
Banuelos, Michelle R
Barton, Todd L
Beysner, Barry A
Boyers, Kenneth E
Burnell, David G
Cisneros, Olivia
Cruz, Brandon R
Dahlem, Brett A
Dhanda, Naginderjeet
Fierro, Marcos
Frenzen, Pete N
Gan, Jason B
Tinkle, Patty A
Tucker, Paula F
Yang, Robert B
Zapata, John J

45 Years
Habecker, left, and Business Manager Tom Dalzell.

10 Years
Anderson-Buck, Beth A
Alvidrez, Laurence E
Agpalo, Kevin J
5 Years
Woodward, Shane M
Webb, James V
Villanueva, Sophia D
Tonn, Travis M
Tafoya, Eugene P
Seder, Brian D
Seder, Allen L
Sedron, Richard S
Sellers, Richard S
Sellers, Sophia D
Sellers, John D
Sellers, John D
Sellers, John D

5 Years
Woodward, Shane M
Webb, James V
Villanueva, Sophia D
Tonn, Travis M
Tafoya, Eugene P
Seder, Brian D
Seder, Allen L
Sedron, Richard S
Sellers, Richard S
Sellers, Sophia D
Sellers, John D
Sellers, John D

Manager Tom
and Business
Habecker, left,
Secretary Chris
Receiving his 45-
year award from
Recording
Habecker, left,
and Business
Manager Tom
Dalzell.

Congratulations on your service!

Habecker, left, and Business Manager Tom Dalzell.

Habecker, left, and Business Manager Tom Dalzell.
Work picture is great
By Ron Cochran

Work continues to be great. We are on track to work more construction man-hours than ever before in Local 1245.

We still have a fair amount of work in Nevada, with a new job starting on Mt. Wheeler property in a few weeks in the Ely area. We have had more work in Nevada in the last couple years than in the last couple decades.

Several smaller utilities in Northeastern Nevada are rebuilding their distribution systems while NV Energy is building a major transmission line project from Northern Nevada to Southern Nevada using our Outside Line contractors for the construction. The mining industry is booming in Northern Nevada. There have been several wood pole line projects built while the mines are being upgraded.

The California work is has been over the top. We have been very lucky this year that the work has been steadier this year than in most past years. Ramping up the work force gradually during the construction season makes it much smoother to man the work and we would like to think it helps a great deal improving safety on the job sites. In California, we have work from generation site through replacing the customer’s electric meter.

Next year, there will be more capacity work (reconductor & substation upgrades) than in the past. The electric utilities are now struggling with the newest issues born from green energy and how to handle Distributed Generation. This could be small scale roof top solar to a farmer replacing his crops with solar fields. Most of the distribution lines were not designed for bi-directional energy flow. This will cause a lot of reconductor-related work for line workers.

The future work outlook is bright for our line workers!

Grievances

We have two new grievances on members not receiving their final paycheck that are at step 1 of the grievance procedure. We have one in the investigation stage regarding per diem.

Organizing

In September we signed the following contractors to the California Outside Line Construction agreement:

- Wasatch Electric
- Wave Excavation
- Control Solutions
- Mohawk Electric
- We are in talks with other contractors as well.

APPRENTICE REPORT

We currently have 341 outside line apprentices registered in our JATC program.

- 114 apprentices are working out of Local 1245
- 166 are working out of Local 47
- 34 - working out of Local 296
- 9 are unemployed (27 are really unemployed but 18 can’t work)
- We have graduated 26 apprentices to journeyman lineman.
- We have indentured 65 outside line apprentices this year.
- We currently have a climbing class in progress with 18 individuals attending and hopeful that all 18 will pass the class and be sent out to work.
- We have 1 traffic signal maintenance apprentice registered and he is working for Siemens in 1245’s jurisdiction.

2013 Training Schedule & Special Events

- First Aid & CPR is the 2nd Saturday of every month at our Riverside and Sacramento facility.
- IBEW Golf Tournament, October 12, 2013
- IBEW Line Stakes, October 26-27 at our Sacramento facility.
- IBEW Golf Tournament, October 12, 2013
- Next year, there will be more capacity work in 1245’s jurisdiction. We have two new grievances on members not receiving their final paycheck that are at step 1 of the grievance procedure. We have one in the investigation stage regarding per diem.
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J ust about every one of our Outside Line Contractors will perform a pre-employment drug test with random drug tests and for cause testing during the course of one’s employment. The Outside Line Construction agreement contains language that supports these tests and in most cases is a requirement from the customer.

Section 3.16 in the agreement states:

“The dangers and costs that alcohol and other chemical abuses can create in the electrical contracting industry in terms of safety and productivity are significant. The parties to this Agreement resolve to combat chemical abuse in any form and agree that, to be effective, programs to eliminate substance abuse and impairment should contain a strong rehabilitation component. The local parties recognize that the implementation of a drug and alcohol policy and program must be subject to all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Such policies and programs must also be administered in accordance with accepted scientific principles, and must incorporate procedural safeguards to ensure fairness in application and protection of legitimate interests of privacy and confidentiality. To provide a drug-free workforce for the Electrical Construction Industry, each IBEW local union and NECA chapter shall implement an area-wide Substance Abuse Testing Policy. The policy shall include minimum standards as required by the IBEW and NECA. Should any of the required minimum standards fail to comply with federal, state, and/or local laws and regulations, they shall be modified by the local union and chapter to meet the requirements of those laws and regulations.”

With the language in the agreement Local Union 1245 and the Western Line Chapter of NECA have established a drug and alcohol testing program several years ago. The policy that is in place basically mirrors the DOT testing policies with responsibility on both the contractor to notify the union if someone fails or refuses a test as well as guidelines that prohibit the member from being offered another job until specific criteria are met. It is also important to know that failing to take a test carries the same return to work criteria as a failed test.

So what will you need to do if you fail a test?

If you fail a test, either pre-employment or random, in most cases you will be terminated from the contractor. When you return to the hall to sign the books it will be noted of the reason for your dismissal in the system. You will still be allowed to sign the out of work books; however, you will not be offered any jobs until the following criteria are met.

- You must be evaluated by a Substance Abuse Professional
- Follow and successfully complete all recommended rehabilitation
- Must provide us with documentation that these things have been completed and that you are ready to return to work.
- In addition to this several of our contractors report all failed tests to DOT and you will be subject to all additional requirements they will impose such as Post – Rehabilitation and Follow-up.

Anyone who is on our out-of-work lists must know that there is no room in our industry for substance abuse; the consequences are way too high! Everyone must know that there is almost a 100% chance they will be tested when they take a call and if they fail or refuse a test it will hamper their ability to obtain work in our jurisdiction for a long time.

No room for substance abuse

Outside Construction

Ron Cochran

Do It Online

Check your spot on the books

Check your hours worked

Pay Your Dues Online

www.ibew1245.com

In memoriam: Brandon Orozco

Byron Orozco, an apprentice lineman working out of IBEW 47, died in a job site accident on Sept. 30.

Brother Orozco was working for CAM Contractors, Inc. He was killed in an underground vault high voltage contact accident on Southern California Edison property in the Huntington Harbor area.

The incident is being investigated by the authorities, including local fire and police, as well as by Cal-OSHA. IBEW 1245 offers our condolences to the friends, family and co-workers of Brother Brandon Orozco.
Erick Varela: Man on a mission

Erick Varela says eleven years in the United States Army taught him this: Lead by example and never quit.

These lessons were put to the test when he left the Army. Varela told the IBEW 1245 Advisory Council during its summer meeting.

"I came back to a housing market that had tanked. I walked into my former employer and said 'Hello' and they said "Hello, we don't have a job."

Varela became homeless, living out of his car. It was not the sort of life he wanted for himself, his wife, or his child. "I went from someone who had a mission in life to someone who was a failure," he said.

Things began to change when he learned about a PG&E pilot program for veterans. Varela attended the 16-week program, still living out of a car.

"Then I came to 1245," said Varela. He began working for a contractor out of the IBEW 1245 hiring hall, then landed a job as a utility worker at PG&E. He credits the IBEW for his comeback.

"It's given me a career, a mission, a job. No matter where you find yourself in life there's always a group of people who share the same goal and drive," Varela told the Advisory Council. "And that group is you."

Some people may draw a blank when you ask them what the union means to them. Varela isn't one of them.

"It means I don't have to tell my wife I'm sorry. I don't have to tell her we can't afford insurance," Varela said.

"It means I have hope. I have a goal. I not only have a job, I have a family," he said, indicating the dozens of IBEW members in the room listening to his every word. "If it wasn't for you I wouldn't be here."

Varela, 32, was invited to the White House earlier this year to participate in the federal government’s “Joining Forces” initiative, which encourages businesses to train or hire military veterans and military spouses. He is currently working at PG&E as an apprentice electrician.
Ad Council honors Stalcup

Former Assistant Business Manager Roger Stalcup was honored by the union’s Advisory Council on July 27 for his years of service to the members of Local 1245.

Stalcup, who attended the meeting by a Skype hook-up, offered a rare behind-the-scenes glimpse at how workers’ rights have been protected by persistent efforts to enforce the labor agreement through the grievance procedure. In particular, he noted a grievance on behalf of members working in PG&E General Construction that went all the way to arbitration.

Stalcup noted that his son, Daniel, had just been elected to the Advisory Council to fill one of the newly-created “at-large” seats representing PG&E General Construction workers.

“I am immensely proud there is a new advocate for General Construction,” he said.

One of Stalcup’s signature issues was the creation of better conditions for GC workers. Stalcup, himself a GC field clerk before going to work for the union, well understood the hardships that GC workers endured back in the day. Often working far from home, they had no contractually-protected right to a paid room or meals. Workers often slept in their cars.

“For 25 years we hammered away at the inequities of that system,” said Stalcup, noting that the labor agreement now provides for a room and meals. “Like a lot of things that get done by 1245, it’s a huge impact but little known among the members.”

Stalcup on Skype was missing his trademark shock of wavy hair, but in all other respects the man on the screen was thoroughly Roger—passionate about the union, deeply articulate, a touch of whimsy lurking in his eyes.

As Stalcup watched and listened from his computer in Montana, former Business Manager Jack McNally told the Council about the time he first met Stalcup. McNally was a business representative at the time, and Stalcup wanted him to come to Campbell to discuss some issue.

“Roger was the field clerk there. I don’t remember what the issue was, but Roger had all the facts,” McNally said. Even back then, Stalcup’s prodigious research skills were readily apparent. When McNally became business manager, he assigned Stalcup to handle GC matters, where he “did a magnificent job.”

“I purposely put Roger in a position over the Review Committee,” McNally continued, “because Roger was the most tenacious person I had ever met.” So tenacious, in fact, that “one time the company gave him even more than he asked for.”

“Having worked for 1245 for 30 years it was a most rewarding career,” Stalcup told Dalzell at the close of the call. “I wouldn’t trade a minute of it for anything in the world.”

Dalzell turned the computer camera around so that Stalcup could see the hundred-plus Advisory Council members and guests rising to their feet in a prolonged ovation.

JULY 27, 2013

Members of the newly-expanded IBEW 1245 Executive Board are, standing from left: Stan Zamora, At-Large PG&E General Construction; Cecelia De La Torre, Treasurer (a non-Board position); Pedro Sandoval, Southern Area; Anna Bayless-Martinez, Central Area; Mike Cottrell, Line Clearance Tree Trimmers and Outside Construction; Mike Scaffani, Northern California; Tom Cornell, Northern Nevada; Art Freitas, Vice President. Seated, from left: Chris Habbecker, Recording Secretary; Tom Dalzell, Business Manager and Financial Secretary; President Mike Davis.
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The talent and craft of union linemen and apprentices were on display Aug. 17 at the Second Annual PG&E/IBEW 1245 Lineman’s Rodeo, held at the PG&E Training Center in Livermore.

Top journeyman honors went to Anthony Albright, Adam Beene and Jon Paul Richard, the lineman team from Grass Valley. Top apprentice honors went to Brandon Dance from Livermore.

Sixteen teams participated in all, including three senior division teams and a management team, along with 16 Apprentice Linemen from PG&E and Southern California Edison.

Events including the Hurtman Rescue, Pole Climb and the Apprentice Obstacle Course. Four journeyman teams and four apprentices won the right to represent PG&E at the International Lineman’s Rodeo in Bonner Springs, Kansas on October 19.

Congratulations to these individuals, and to all who participated.

**First Place Team**
- Anthony Albright, Lineman, Grass Valley
- Adam Beene, Lineman, Grass Valley
- Jon Paul Richard, Lineman, Grass Valley

**Second Place Team**
- Steve Bentley, Lineman, Grass Valley
- George McNeil, Lineman, Manteca
- Jim Moon, Electric Crew Foreman, Grass Valley

**Third Place Team**
- Jerry Bryant, Troubleman, Bakersfield
- Mike Moss, Subforeman, Bakersfield
- Randy Patt, Miscellaneous Equipment Operator, Bakersfield

**Fourth Place Team**
- Eli Tharp, Lineman, Fresno
- Josh Turner, Lineman, Fresno
- Jud Van Matre, Lineman, Fresno

**Apprentice Linemen:**
- First Place: Brandon Dance, Livermore
- Second Place: Ryan Boyd, Fresno
- Third Place: Sean Hunt, Fresno
- Fourth Place: Zachary Huseby, Templeton

Left: Lineman Derek McNeil

Left: Apprentice Will Henry
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Participants

Journeyman
Justin Doolan, Diablo, Lineman
Anthony Rapadas, Diablo, Comp. Insp.
Jacob Showaker, Diablo, Lineman
Steven Frediani, North Bay, ECF
Donovan Rupp, North Bay, Lineman
Andrew Sanderson, North Bay, Lineman
Tim Gillaspie, North Bay, Lineman
Mike Labo, North Bay, Lineman
Tyler Long, North Bay, Supervisor
Ben Peyrucain, Mission, Lineman
Ryan Rehokie, Mission, Lineman
Carlos Vasquez, Mission, ECF
Anthony Albright, Sierra, Lineman
Adam Beene, Sierra, Lineman
Jon Paul Richard, Sierra, Lineman
Steve Bentley, Sierra, Lineman
George McNeil, Stockton, Lineman
Jim Moon, Sierra, ECF
Cliff Bregs, North Valley, Lineman
Joe Smith, North Valley, ECF
Aaron Teuscher, North Valley, Lineman
Bob Brock, Stockton, Superintendent
Steve Hernandez, Stockton, Supervisor
Sal Holcomb, Stockton, Supervisor
Eli Tharp, Fresno, Lineman
Josh Turner, Fresno, Lineman
Jud VanMatre, Fresno, Lineman
Thomas Leyendecker, Kern, Lineman
Joshua Mason, Kern, Lineman
Sean Tallman, Kern, Lineman
Jerry Bryant, Central Valley, Troublemaker
Mike Moss, Kern, Subforeman
Randy Patt, Kern, T&D Operator
Jared Carnow, Stockton, Lineman
William "Bo" McKiernan, Stockton, Lineman
Derek McNeil, Yosemite, Lineman
Shaun Christopher, Fremont, Troublemaker
Chris Cramer, Fremont, Troublemaker
Maurice Trumbo, Fremont, Troublemaker
Arnold Gonzalez, Central Coast, Subforeman
Justin Henderson, Central Coast, MEO
Aaron Stein, Central Coast, Lineman
Cody Lester, Central Coast, Lineman
Romantic Martinez, Central Coast, Lineman
Phillip Montoya, Central Coast, Lineman
Richard Gonzales, Central Valley, Lineman
Mike Medinas, Central Valley, Lineman
Cory Wortham, Central Valley, Subforeman
Nick Cramer, Central Valley, Lineman
Tim Mace, Central Valley, Lineman
Jose Morales, Central Valley, Lineman

Apprentice
Mike Little, San Rafael
Porter Caradine, Salinas
Brandon Dance, Livermore
Anthony Holguin, Salinas
Jamie Oswald, Hayward,
Tyler Schaffer, Daly City
Thade Fuly, Redding
WILL Henry, Redding
Ryan Boyd, Fresno
Steven Head, Fresno
Logan Schaffer, Central Coast
Zachary Hussey, Los Padres
David Rodriguez, Los Padres
Sean Hunt, Fresno
Matthew Bell, Stockton
William Evans, Stockton
Derek Sybesma, Stockton
Lee Barnett, Yosemite
Curtis Grimm, Yosemite
Juan Galvan, Yosemite
Jimmy Hinres, Yosemite
Kyle Tannehill, Yosemite
Phouthai Kesveunxay, Yosemite
Zach Taylor, Yosemite
Cole Siemens, Kern
Jack Forbes, Kern
Jordan Chene, Kern

The journeyman team of Justin Doolan, Jacob Showaker and Anthony Rapadas
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Keeping the tradition alive

Story by Eric Wolfe  Photos by John Storey

Apprentice Chris Robison, 23, was late catching up to the IBEW 1245 crew performing a service upgrade in Shanty Town, a remote enclave of 180 souls in eastern Nevada’s Ruby Valley. But it wasn’t oversleeping or the two-hour drive to the job that delayed Robison—it was the journeyman lineman’s test he’d taken that morning.

“How’d you do?” Chris Duffy shouted down from the pole as Robison walked up. It was a test that Duffy himself, also a 23-year old apprentice, hopes to take someday.

“I passed,” Robison beamed.

Foreman Ryan Brodsho offered his congratulations and Robison began to gear up. Celebration over.

It’s a scene as old as commercial electricity itself: a novice proving himself up for the job of journeyman lineman. It’s not a job for everyone, and for Robison, who scored a solid 95 on the journeyman test, that’s part
Keeping the tradition alive

Story by Eric Wolfe Photos by John Storey

Training a new generation of linemen at Wells REC

William Collins, with 26 years' experience, is a mentor to the younger linemen.

of the attraction.

“It’s dangerous. It’s not something everybody can do,” he said. “It makes you pretty proud that you can be able to do it, and do it safely.”

New Blood

For Wells Rural Electric Cooperative, which serves about 4,000 member-customers in rural eastern Nevada, Robison and Duffy represent the future—new blood for a small workforce that’s showing some gray around the temples. They’re the latest addition to an increasingly youthful REC workforce that includes Lineman Jacob Manning, 29, Lineman Kyle Murphy, 34, and Groundman/Operator Ismael Ramirez, 31.

Robison understands there’s far more to learning the trade than just passing the journeyman test. Probably the most important things a lineman learns, he learns informally from more experienced linemen. Like William Collins.

Collins, a 54-year-old journeyman based in REC’s yard in Carlin, keeps his eyes open for jobs that can help an apprentice like Robison expand his skill set.

“If it’s something he needs in his next test, I’ll call him up and have him come over and run the job,” said Collins, who has 26 years in IBEW 1245.

It’s over 70 miles from Wells to Carlin, so there’s some windshield time involved on days that Robison travels to Carlin. In fact, windshield time is practically part of the job description out here, where fewer than 20 people keep the lights on in a service territory that covers several thousand square miles, from Carlin in the west to West Wendover on the Utah border.

When mentoring someone, Collins doesn’t dictate how the job is to be done. He lets the apprentice have a go at it, but watches closely.

“Everybody’s got different ways of doing it,” said Collins.

Satisfied customer

If customer satisfaction is any indication, the service upgrade by the Wells REC crew in Ruby Valley was a success.

“They’re the best company I ever been with,” said Doug Montrose, whose service was being upgraded from 100 amp to 200 amp for his all-electric home. “They’re fast, efficient, no monkeying around. You call ‘em, they’re here.”

Raul Rodriguez, 42, is an electrician for Wells REC.
Collins. “As long as they’re safe I don’t stop em. It might not be the way I would have done it, but when he’s done I’ll give him my critique. Show him a different way.”

Learning from journeymen is just the way it works. It’s the way the craft has been handed down since Henry Miller was climbing poles back in the 1890s, trying to persuade other linemen to help him build a union for electrical workers.

Robison is glad for the opportunity to learn from journeymen.

“You do it one way, and if it’s a struggle they’ll show you a little trick, like you move to the inside of the pole, and hell, it makes it nine times easier,” he said. “They watch you and show you the good, safe ways to do things. They want to see you succeed. They want to keep the tradition alive.”

Union Tradition

Performing skilled linework is part of that tradition. The union is the other part.

Wells REC is Robison’s first job with union representation. Right off, he got invited to a union meeting.

“I went to it and saw this pretty strong group of guys and decided it was something I wanted to be part of,” he said. Chris Duffy, the other apprentice helping run the service upgrade this day in Ruby Valley, said he didn’t know a lot about the union yet, having been on the job for just two weeks. But he’s already formed an opinion about the benefits package IBEW 1245 has negotiated for workers at Wells REC.

“Excellent! A lot better than I used to have,” he said. Duffy’s previous employer, a non-union line contractor, offered no health benefit at all.

In fact, health care is a benefit that gives Wells REC a leg up when it comes to attracting skilled workers in an era when baby boomers are leaving the workforce in droves. Retirement security is another.

Wages at a non-union company might be close, said Raul Rodriguez, an electrician with three years at Wells REC, “but there’s no retirement.”

“You have somebody who has your back. Otherwise, you’re on your own,” he said.

Robison agrees, saying the union makes a “huge” difference in the lives of linemen.

“It’s not just all about money, but the benefits and the group you’re with, the guys you work with. You feel honored to be a union member, an IBEW member. It’s a brotherhood.”

Respect for the customer, respect for the union

Working at heights. Working in the heat, in the snow. Handling lines alive with electricity—these are some of the challenges linemen face.

But here’s another one: turning off the power when a customer doesn’t pay.

But Shawn Kelley says there’s a way to handle the situation, whether you know the person or not.

“If you respect them, they’ll respect you.”

He has a chance to put this principle into practice at a farm outside of Wells. A customer has fallen way behind on his bill. Kelley drives onto the property and travels slowly along a field, figuring out where he’ll do the disconnect. Soon the customer drives out to investigate, but it’s no big mystery why Kelley is there in his Wells REC pickup.

Kelley turns the customer for a bit, then resums his work while the customer watches—not happy.

but not protesting.

“He knows he hasn’t paid,” said Kelley, whose calm demeanor is just right for the situation.

Kelley, a meter tech for Wells REC, is also a certified lineman. His political outlook is considerably more conservative than the union’s, but that didn’t stop him from joining and sticking with the union in this right-to-work state where union membership is voluntary.

“I first heard about the union when I came to work at Wells. I thought the idea made sense right away because there’s always strength in numbers,” said Kelley. That’s not just lip service. Kelley has served as shop steward for several years, helping enforce the contract that protects the rights of his co-workers. He shares steward responsibilities with 29-year-old lineman Jacob Manning, another indication that the next generation is finding its place at Wells REC—and in the union.
Neil Cutright gives blood.
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By Bryan Carroll

IBEW 1245 units continue to make their presence felt in the communities where they live and work, utilizing the union’s Community Fund to assist worthy projects and organizations.

Unit 5231, Cal-Peco, donated $500 to the Loyal Order of Moose’s Women of the Moose’s 11th Kid’s Fishing Derby at Tahoe Paradise Park Lake, held on Sept. 22. The Moose Lodge collects donations to stock the lake with fish, provide fishing poles, tackle, bait and prizes for the three largest fish. In past years as many as 375 children participated in this fun event!

Unit 3217, City of Redding, and Unit 3218, USBR/CVO, voted unanimously to each request a donation of $500 to support two separate blood drives on June 30 and August 9 in Redding, set up by Blood Source. IBEW 1245 tee shirts were made for member volunteers. An IBEW 1245 banner was also seen prominently at the event. The money donated went to providing gifts to those donating blood, and to a radio broadcast to publicize the event.

Unit 2318, Richmond-Physical, passed motions unanimously for two separate donations of $250 each. On a motion by Cloudell Douglas, the unit voted to give $250 to the East Bay Soldiers youth basketball teams. The East Bay Soldiers’ mission is to offer youth aged 9-17 in the community a positive, productive and supportive athletic and academic experience. Member Keith Scott proposed supporting the WCYSYL Youth Soccer League with a $250 donation. This $250 will go to help put on the league’s opening day event which attracts 1200 boys and girls from the local community.

Unit 4911, Outside Line, passed a unit motion to support the National Sisterhood United for Journeyman Lineman’s first annual 1 & 5k race with a $500 donation. The race will be held Nov. 9 at Lagoon Valley Park in Vacaville. All ages are welcome at this event. Proceeds will benefit families of injured or fallen lineman. If you are interested in becoming part of this event please e-mail Jessica Mauchley at jessicam@nsujl.org

Unit 3011, Sacramento Regional Transit, passed two unit motions to request two $100 donations. Member Steve Gallow proposed a donation of $100 to the 2nd annual IBEW 1245 Charity Bowl held at Country Club Lanes in Sacramento. The Charity Bowl raises money for the Boys and Girls Club of Sacramento. Unit Recorder Lauren Bartlett proposed a $100 donation to the Susan G. Komen Race for the Cure. This donation is another step in the fight against breast cancer.

Unit 1513, Santa Cruz, members have passed two motions this summer to support Little League baseball in their community. Members Normand Brunelle and Scott Mister made separate unit motions for $250 donations to the Santa Cruz Little League and the Live Oak Little League. These donations will help these two leagues provide young ball players with a place to play.

Yerington Nevada Retiree Chapter, on a motion of retiree Jim Hill, voted to support Walker River Baseball with a $250 donation. This organization provides baseball and softball to local boys and girls. Retiree Bruce Balaam proposed a $250 donation to the Lyon County Juvenile Probation Dept. for its annual Dodgeball tournament and 5k fun run. These events help fund a “Fresh Air” program that includes hiking, camping, biking, movies and many other outings for at-risk youth in the Yerington community. There was a photo in the local paper with the caption “funded in part by IBEW 1245”!

Bryan Carroll is an IBEW 1245 Business Representative

The Fishing Derby was fun for kids, too.

First prize in the fishing derby supported by Unit 3912.

Darrell Smithee registers fishermen for the Fishing Derby supported by Unit 3912, Fresh Pond, reported on in the last issue of Utility Reporter.

City of Redding Unit Chair Paul Snyder promotes the blood drive.

When the Spartans take the field, Unit 1223’s IBEW banner can be seen on the outfield wall!

Among the IBEW members assisting the blood drive in Redding were, from left, Business Rep. Sam Glero, Neil Cutright, Jamie Freeze, Larry Torres, and Eddie Arellano.
The IBEW 1245 First Responder program continues to spread the word to fire and police officials about the safest way to handle emergencies involving utility services. The IBEW has made visits recently to Winton Cal Fire, and to the Susanville Police Department and Fire Department.

"There were about 15 police officers at the meeting for police," said Rich Lane, the IBEW 1245 business rep who conducts the trainings. Two weeks later Lane led a training session for Susanville-area fire officials, including Cal Fire, some county units, and city fire personnel—about 50 firefighters in all.

Two LMUD employees assisted in the training: Jim Lovercheck, an IBEW 1245 safety steward and 25-year union member, and Tator Lohr, a 15-year member.

"Both of these members shared insights and their first-hand experience during this training about how first responders can coordinate their response with the utility," said Lane. "That was really valuable."

Lovercheck and Lohr also helped set up a meeting with the LMUD line department to discuss the union’s Hold the Pull initiative.

"There were about 13 guys there," said Lane. "Their manager allowed them the time off to come over and meet with us and see our presentation." Assembling in that presentation were Hold the Pull Advisory Committee members Casey Kelly and Bob Springer.

The First Responder continues to be in demand as public officials become aware of the program. The City of Alameda Water Department has requested a presentation on excavation safety, low voltage rules and hazard identification in relation to utility work.

Our First Responder program does take safety subject requests by entities other than emergency response as long as it relates to electrical or gas utilities," said Lane.

Other Safety News

In late September, IBEW 1245 Safety Committee members Art Torres (SMUJD) and Dan Boschee (Frontier Communications) attended the fall meeting of the National Safety Council Labor Division in Chicago, along with Lane and IBEW 1245 Assistant Business Manager Ralph Armstrong. Besides having the opportunity to attend classes on compliance and rules and regulations, the Local 1245 members met with other IBEW members in a caucus organized by the IBEW International office.

During the first week of October, Lane was in Louisville, KY for a conference of the Utility Safety Leadership Operations Network, where he earned a Certified Utility Safety Professional certification.

Hold the Pull: outreach continues

By Rich Lane

The Hold the Pull safety initiative continues to visit the apprentice and pre-apprentice classes at the Livermore training center. A request for presentations for 2014 has been received from PG&E.

The Hold the Pull advisory committee continues to visit unit meetings throughout the Local 1245 area. Hold the Pull and Control the Pressure committee members team up and have discussions with members at the unit meetings on a variety of safety subjects. Business representatives and unit chairs have been very hospitable, giving time for the safety messages.

Upcoming unit meetings include Bakersfield, Hinkley and Topock.

Hold the Pull was represented at the recent PG&E Lineman’s Rodeo. The IBEW 1245 booth was very active with union members, their families and PG&E supervision stopping by for complimentary Frisbees, child’s hardhats,stickers or just to chat. I learned that Business Rep. John Mendoza literally knows everyone at PG&E! It was a lot of fun.

The Hold the Pull committee has selected April 1, 2014 to be the next safety summit for Hold the Pull safety stewards. The peer safety committees have elected not to conduct a joint summit this year, instead wishing to focus on their own groups and their needs. There has been discussion about having a joint meeting every two years instead of every year.

Notice regarding agency fee payers objection plan

Any employee who is not a member of the IBEW and who pays agency fees to IBEW Local 1245 pursuant to a union security provision in Local 1245’s collective bargaining agreement has the right to object to expenditures of fees for activities which are not reasonably related to collective bargaining or undertaken to advance the employment-related interests of employees represented by the Local.

The agency fees paid by a fee payer who perfects an objection will be reduced by an amount reflecting the portion of the overall expenditures of the Local Union that are used for non-chargeable activities. Objections must be made annually and will be effective for a single calendar year. Each fee payer who wishes to file an objection with Local 1245 must do so in writing, addressed to the Business Manager, Local 1245, Post Office Box 2547, Vacaville, California 95696, by certified mail.

In registering their objections, objects must state their name and address and that they pay fees to this Local, and provide their nonmember identification number, if known, and their social security number.

Objections must be postmarked during the month of November preceding the calendar year for which the objection will be in effect, or during the first thirty days after the objection commences paying fees to the Local Union as required by a collective bargaining agreement. Objections must be renewed annually, during the month of November.

‘Control the Pressure’ is having an impact

By Rich Lane

Control the Pressure, the IBEW 1245 peer-to-peer safety initiative for Gas employees, is having an impact.

The Control the Pressure committee has been visiting the Tracy utility workers school on a regular basis. The committee members who attend to spread the safety message have become very independent, conducting the presentations on their own because most of the presentation days fall directly on IBEW 1245 staff meeting days.

New business reps have been invited to attend and I want to thank John Mendoza and Ken Amaral for their attendance and support. They have been known to get flooded with questions by these trainees, who mostly are new PG&E employees.

Control the Pressure has selected May 7 to be the date of the safety steward summit in 2014. Safety steward Lington Gordon took the initiative to address a problem with high pressure gas regulators that were being stored outside. It was found that these regulators were rusting inside because rainwater was collecting inside the case, causing a regulator spring to stop functioning. Gordon could not make a change at his yard and took it to Control the Pressure. Safety manager Lorene Harden was informed and the problem was promptly addressed.

This is a good example of how persistence pays off.
Helping Alaskans fight back

By Kevin Krummes

Kevin Krummes, Jaycee Dean and Cruz Serna prepare to hit the streets in Anchorage, Alaska.

Bill eliminates wage bargaining

Last February, in the dark of the Alaskan winter, the Anchorage Assembly—with the backing of the Mayor—introduced Assembly Ordinance 37, or AO-37. This innocuous sounding bill created an immediate fire-storm in Anchorage, pitting labor, who represented city employees, against politicians intent on busting unions.

The proposed ordinance would do the following:
2. Ban strikes, work stoppages, and slowdowns.
3. Circumnavigate arbitration by awarding the final say in contract disputes to the Assembly, the same body that passed this legislation.
4. Allow “managed competition,” which is code for outsourcing city jobs to private contractors.

After a tumultuous series of public hearings in which the Assembly chambers were jam packed, and with close to a thousand union members and supporters outside in the cold trying to get in, the Assembly on March 26 illegally cut off public testimony, and voted 6 to 5 to pass the ordinance.

Months of legal wrangling ended in August when an Anchorage judge ruled to allow a petition to place the ordinance on the ballot as a referendum. If the unions could get 7,200 signatures, Anchorage voters would decide the issue.

IBEW 1245 got involved after receiving a request from IBEW 1547 in Anchorage for help. IBEW 1245 sent a team consisting of myself, Cruz Serna, and Jaycee Dean. For two weeks we worked alongside our Alaskan brothers and sisters. We canvassed for signatures, went along with an IBEW 1547 organizer on a worksite visit, validated signatures, and entered voter information to be used in the upcoming election, the date of which has not yet been determined.

To see the solidarity among the different unions involved in this fight was remarkable. Much like Prop. 32 stirred up California unions in 2012, AO 37 has galvanized and energized the Alaska labor movement. On Sept. 16, one day before the deadline, a united and determined union front presented the Anchorage City Clerk with over 22,000 signatures, more than three times the needed amount.

Though we three members of IBEW 1245 played but a small part in this action, it was still a great feeling seeing the petitions reach City Hall. And while this battle was won, the war is far from over. With an election now looming, we wish our comrades in Alaska the best in mobilizing against and ultimately defeating this backwards and repressive piece of legislation.

Battle for justice at Walmart

Over the summer, IBEW 1245 members joined United Food and Commercial Workers in the historic battle for worker justice at Walmart.

OUR Walmart (Organization United For Respect) was established in October 2010 when six associates in Maryland collectively stood together to demand respect and improve working conditions at Walmart. After an Unfair Labor Practice strike in early June 2013, Walmart launched a full on assault against the participants and leaders of this strike. Walmart illegally retaliated by disciplining and terminating associates for standing up for their rights.

IBEW 1245 member organizers in Sacramento launched a public pressure campaign that included meetings with California state legislators, local city council members, interfaith leaders and community allies. Member organizers educated the allies on Walmart’s mistreatment of workers and illegal retaliation tactics.

“We were able to organize two successful actions, July 26 and Sept. 5,” said IBEW 1245 Member-Organizer Jammi Juarez. “The July action resulted in a face to face meeting for the three fired Placerville workers with the market manager. The September action gave the workers nationwide media coverage of the issue.”

Fifty-four California Assembly and Senate members signed an anti-retaliation/reinstate letter, which “gave the fired workers hope and helped them realize they were not alone,” said Juarez.

In June, IBEW 1245 Member-Organizer Justin Casey participated in the Ride for Respect caravan to Bentonville, Ark., the Walmart headquarters.

“I got to meet current and former Walmart associates from all over the country and the majority of their stories were exactly the same: poor wages, no health care and not enough hours per week to be able to provide for their families,” Casey said.

IBEW 1245 member organizers in Fresno joined the fight to educate, recruit and mobilize associates throughout the Central Valley.

Walmart is the number one largest employer of retail workers in the world, and brings in more than $400 billion in revenue a year. Their CEO was paid $20 million last year, yet associates make an average of $8.81 an hour. Each store costs taxpayers around $1.7 million a year due to associates having to depend on government assistance, so it’s time that Walmart steps up and pays its workers a livable wage so they have a chance to actually live better.

For more information and to stay informed please visit the OurWalmart website: www.forrespect.org/
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35 years
Front row, from left: Steven Chin, Julie Meira, and Paul Schepis. Back row, from left: Greg McQuinn, (Dalzell), and Roger Goldston.

35 years
Front row, from left: Carlos Prieto, Rosemary Galicia, and Sandra Barairo. Back row, from left: Gary Badarello, (Dalzell), Romeo Bomagat.

35 years
Front row, from left: Phyllis Robertson, Janice Seaman, and Elizabeth Palter. Back row, from left: Elder Pereira, (Dalzell), Jim Costa.

35 years
Front row, from left: Darrell Sandeford and Ernesto Vera. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Charles Carney.

30 years
Front row, from left: Steve Lopez, Nicholas Chin, and Bruce Nelli. Back row, from left: Michael Bowers, (Dalzell), and Frank Marshall.

35 years
From left: Business Manager Tom Dalzell and Larry Ries.

35 years
From left: Business Manager Tom Dalzell and Clement Olivier.

25 years
Front row, from left: Jeff Zahn, Gloria Kinores, and Keith Loudermilk. Back row, from left: Pernell Wilson, (Dalzell), and Philip Pavana.

35 years
Front row, from left: Dolores Jones and John Johnson. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Clifford Good.

40 years
Front row, from left: Wade Cunningham and Max Tellez. Back row, from left: Business Manager Tom Dalzell and Michael Lopez.

40 years
Front row, from left: James Morris, Richard Burgess, and Wilberta Skinner. Back row, from left: Ted Strack, (Dalzell), and Andrew Contreras.

40 years
Front row, from left: Carlos Prieto, Rosemary Galicia, and Sandra Barairo. Back row, from left: Gary Badarello, (Dalzell), Romeo Bomagat.

40 years
Front row, from left: Dolores Jones and John Johnson. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Clifford Good.
Congratulations on your service!

HONOREES

45 Years
Fischer, Donald R
Ford, George W
Frey, Brent H
Mazzeo, Sharron

40 Years
Artiga, Antonio
Burgos, Richard W
Cameron, Charles E
Carrillo, Frank S
Carta, Jose E
Chin, Sai Wing
Chublis, Michael J
Clauson, Robert W
Cole, Gaithe H
Contreras, Andrew P
Cousin, Maryann
Cummingham, Wade S
Feddersen, Gary A
Figuerena, Avelino
Fiorio, Barbara L
Good, Clifford
Goulding, Michael A
Grilli, Dave A
Herrada, Rudolpho E
Johnson, John B
Jones, Delores
Kelly, Gary
Kelly, Daniel H
Lombardi, Scott
Lopez, Michael J
Lopez, Robert C
Malone, William M
Morris, James
Mosley, Philip
Murphy, Randall
Palwick, Michael A
Pratt, Neil W
Quasada, David G
Reed Jr., Louis R
Sala, Rodney
Skinner, Wilhelma
Strack, Ted
Teller, Max
Thompson, Noni B
Viera, David
Viera, Edward S

35 Years
Acheta, R M
Audelo, Joseph S
Badalamma, Gary J
Baldassano, Robert W
Barairo, Sandra S
Batle, Karen
Black, William L
Blattner, Mike E
Bloomgarden, Robert M
Bond, Edward V
Bothwell, Bruce K
Boyce, Daryl
Brown, Carl S
Carney Jr., Charles
Casas, Cathy L
Chin, Steven H
Chuck, Bella P
Churchill, Ronald
Cooper, David K
Costa, James C
Cummingham, Hal C
Dalton, Cornelia
D’Ovidio, Vincent P
Dillion, David W
Dominguez, Terry L
Duffy, Brian J
Edwards, John W
Evans, Henry G
Figuerena, K A
Fyfe, David T
Galicia, Rosemary
Galvan, Lydia
Garratt, David
Glarke, Joseph C
Goldston, Roger
Gomez, Anna M
Gutierrez, Rosa M
Hamilton, Raymond
Harms, Courtney M
Hayes, Peter
Hearme, Elizabeth
Ho, Gregory N
Holt, Karen L
Huestly, R. L
Hurtado Jr., Antonio
Jones, Steven T
Kapua, Daniel R
Kele, Janet L
Lachina, Michael L
Laird, Timothy
Lee, Tim
Lesn, Sylvia
Lopez, Steve P
Lord, Carol A
Lorenzetti, Michael D
McClellan, David E
McGovern, Michael P
McGuin, Gregory P
Mesesser, James W
Montoya, Jim
Mouat, Jim J
Muhammad, Barry
Nagel, James A
Neira, Julia
Oliver, Clement
Palmer, Elizabeth
Pearce, Joseph E
Perera, Elda M
Perez, Jaime
Pitler, Barbara B
Prior, Carlos
Ries, Lawrence
Roberson, Phyllis M
Rocha, Richard
Robge, Dewey H
Salhination, Gurun
Sandfor, Darrell B
Scheisp, Paul
Seeman, Janice A
Sofranic, Dani A
Stiles, Kathy A
Strupp Jr., J
Tafur, Joseph E
Tedesco, Joseph
Thaxton, Melvin L
Tibberson, Pieter R
Torres, Samuel P
Turner, Caleb S
Vasquez, Michael
Vera, Ernesto M
Vera, Manuel J
Villalobos, John
Ward, Brian L
Yardamis, Steven W
Young, Norman R
Young, Rachel L
Zack, James L

30 Years
Andrews, David M
Baptist, Dale
Bodkin Jr., Donald A
Bowers, Michael F
Brown, David W
Bushnell, Gary B
Cardoza, Kirk K
Chin, Nicholas
Cosgrove, Angela V
Creery, Stuart
Daughare, Mary E
Duarte, John A
Elliot, Kenneth R
Eugenio, Dani L
Ferguson, Jack W
Frank, Mark E
Furtado, Tina M
Golzar, Joe A
Harkins, John P
Harner, E M
Hawkins, Jeffery L
Henderson, John W
Hernandez, Sandra L
Hise, Susan A
Lozado, Alan E
Lui, Michael T
Marchini, Dena
Marshall, Frank L
Martinez, Jerry L
McCarthy, Timothy J
McKinnon, Greg G
Meltz, David J
Miller, Julie A
Moeller, Jeff M
Mor, Lynne Nell, Bruce A
Pfeifer, Alan O
Pflann, Fredrick
Reynolds, Debra L
Rouannzin, Patrick J
Sawyer, Chris M
Serrano, Gail M
Smith, Ron L
Satterfield, Michael D
Sweer Jr., Donald R
West, Gwen M
Williams, Rodney E

25 Years
Baker, Matthew
Booer III, James
Book, Douglas S
Braun, Michael F
Brinkley, Billie J
Bucaglia, Steven
Call, Dario C
Casey, Timothy
Chen, Seamean
Childress, Moradal J
Cho, Seung-Soo
Clemmons, Kyle
Colleen M
Collins, Lisa
Cullins, Raymond I
De La Torre, Cecelia
Dears, Jacobقن
Edmark, Carole
Fitch, Thomas M
Galvin, Mary
Gallagher, Stephen
Ghosh, Timothy
Graves, Jermiah
Havelock, John
Hine, تعتبر
Ishman, Jason
Jenkins, Lorraine
Kemp, Jim M
Kim, Michael
Knoles, Gloria
Knollman, John W
Lau, Sunny
Loudmiller, Keith H
Mayfield, Arthur R
Muhlenheisen, Douglas A
Nash, Darren J
O’Neal, Kenneth P
Palazzolo, Mike
Pana, Philip
Peery, Richard A
Pena, Carlos H
Rice, Darryl
Ritz, Michael R
Ropp, Kuen
Tamblyn, Andrea
Tang, Frankie K
Tsang, Daniel
Walker, Todd A
Wei, Cigarette
Wong, Connie
Zahn, Jeff C
Zumig, Juan P

20 Years
Aquino, Ricardo C
Bates, Jeff T
Brewer, Dale E
Brown, Dean
Carter, Willie L
Davis, Carl L
Davis, John N
Ferguson, Kenneth A
Johnston, Damon L
Mitchell, James A
Nelson, Jim
Pollard, Michele D
Roa, Peter J
Sorbo, Richard M

15 Years
Andersson, Carolyn
Boyce, Donald F
Carter, Robert
Chavez, Gabino H
Dansby, Eliza
Delcaro, Lisa E
Dexter, John
Dunlop, Michelle
Ehler, Claire
Engstrom, Frederick
Fay, Mark
Ferris, Andrew
Fox, Jeffery
Freeman, David R
Gardner, Brian W
Grafton, Peter
Hayek, John
Henderson, John
Henderson, Jimmy
Hershey, David
Horn, Allen D
Howell, Patrick A
Ishman, John
Jones, Gary L
Kee, Joe
Kemper, J. L
Lemoine, Michael D
Love, Robert W
Macias, Richard L
McBride, T. P
McMillan, Joseph R
McManus, Gary A
McMurray, Michael
Meek, John
Meyer, Gary L
Muir, Tom
Nixon, John
Olson, John C
Paulson, Mark
Perry, Douglas
Rafter, David
Rogers, Brian
Roberts, William L
Robinson, Michael
Rogers, Jim
Rogers, Michael
Rossakis, Paul
Schein, David
Shaffer, Brian A
Simmonds, Michael
Smith, Andrew
Sosa, Earl
Spencer, Gary A
Stanton, Karl
Sward, Alan
Sweet, Dennis J
Tapp, David
Tate, John L
Taylor, Steven
Tjaden, Bruce
Trout, Gary
Wagner, John
Waddell, Robert
Weissman, David
Whitman, Russell
Wilt, Charles
Wolke, Robert
Wood, Robert
Wray, Charles
Xhafa, Burim
Yfantakis, John A
Zimmerman, Barry

10 Years
Front row, from left: Front Steve Buscaglia, Carol Dalzell and Ray Wilkerson.

Front row, from left: Ramon Marin and Cloudell Douglas. Back row, from left: (Denzel) and Jenny Marston.

Congratulations on your service!
Members show unity in Lompoc

IBEW 1245 members at the City of Lompoc, now in negotiations for their first IBEW labor agreement, demonstrated their unity at a recent meeting of the City Council.

City of Lompoc employees reminded City Council members that they have been without a wage increase for six years. At the same time, employees expressed support for a measure being considered by the Council to raise water and sewer rates to help improve the city’s revenue situation.

“Almost everyone else at that meeting was against raising the water and sewer rates,” said IBEW 1245 Business Representative Pat Duffy. “But a tough position to be in,” said Duffy. “Almost everyone else at that meeting was against raising the water and sewer rates.”

But one by one, IBEW 1245 members got up and spoke, Duffy said, explaining how important it was to correct the “take-aways” they’ve endured at the bargaining table over the past six years.

“Our task was to show our unity,” said Assistant Business Manager Ray Thomas. “Our members wore black IBEW 1245 t-shirts. We crowded that Council chamber.”

When all of the IBEW speakers were finished, the group stood as one and exited the chambers, led by Thomas and Chief Steward Jaime Tinoco.

The sewer and water rate increases were approved by the City Council. Negotiations for a labor agreement are continuing.

IBEW Local 1218 holds its first meeting on July 30. Jaime Tinoco, above, was elected unit chair. Gary Silbaugh is unit recorder and Dave Paretti is sergeant at arms.

First unit meeting

When employees at the City of Lompoc held their first unit meeting on July 30, it was only natural they would turn to Jaime Tinoco to be their first unit chairman.

Tinoco, who spearheaded the successful organizing drive to bring city workers into IBEW 1245, is a natural leader who has invested a lot of himself into acquiring effective union representation for his fellow employees. A recent story published by the IBEW’s International office reveals that unionism runs in the blood of this former Navy Seabee who marched with United Farmworkers leader Cesar Chavez:

His grandmother was a leader of a Mexican-American community organization, El Concilio (The Council) in nearby Carpinteria. The group fought for and won bus service to nearby Santa Barbara and other public battles.

“I was a troubled young cholo (tough guy),” he says. “Then he was introduced to mentors in the Migrant Education and Upward Bound programs. “They told me I could do something with my life,” says Tinoco.

With plans to retire in three years, Tinoco is encouraging some of his younger co-workers—as he was once pushed and mentored—to take initiative to protect the gains won over generations.

Looking far beyond Lompoc and its newest bargaining unit, Tinoco says, “We [senior workers] need to be more proactive with some of the younger generation to get them to give up their ‘whatever, dude’ attitude. And, in return, he says, unions need to recruit more women and minorities to truly unify their ranks and build the kind of solidarity seen in Lompoc.
Congratulations on your service!

IBEW 1245 joins March on Washington
Five IBEW 1245 members and staff traveled to Washington DC in August to participate in the 50th anniversary celebration of the historic March on Washington. The original march was the occasion of Martin Luther King Jr.’s famed “I Have a Dream” speech. Participating for IBEW 1245 were Rosario Garcia, Logan Jonas and Walter Carmier, and staff members Jennifer Gray and Eileen Purcell.
Sky Rocket got up early and walked out on the back porch and thought of Fancy and the rendezvous point. He studied what he needed from the old barn behind his place and wondered if they should do it. It was going to make some of them mad and some would find it a good enough thing after the shock wore off.

The depression was wearing everybody down and when he called the business agent at Local 66 to put him in the loop the agent was not impressed at first with the notion and resisted the idea. Fancy took the receiver away from Sky and told the old agent it would be a morale builder with the work so slow. While everyone knew that Roosevelt’s ‘New Deal’ was under way, no one was sure when it would reach the trade and start to develop jobs again for linemen.

Sky was retired now and had his own acre of land and a few chickens and a cow. He was the local hero around the Houston area for most of the linemen and his organizing efforts throughout his career had been praised and expanded into legend. He still organized and traveled around the southern part of the country visiting job sites and encouraging unity and solidarity for better conditions and safer work sites.

He limped out to the barn and gathered the tools and wares they would need at the bridge where he figured Fancy would be by now and began to load everything into the car. Girt came out on the porch and watched him loading the spit through the rear window of the cream-colored Cadillac.

“Where you off to Sky?”

“I’ll be gone two, three days I expect.” He kept busy not wanting to go into it further but she was a relentless woman and he knew she would want more information. He wished she would have stayed in the house but she caught him getting everything ready and he knew he was in for an earful. He loved the old gal but she worried too much.

“What are you doing loading the cook out stuff, Sky?”

He was over at the hen house now tying the legs of a nice fat hen and starting toward the car with the bird.

“And whatta’ you doing with that chicken, Sky?”

“Me and Fancy got a cook-out planned with some of the local hands down on the bay.”

“We can’t afford that right now Sky and you know it. What has happened to your good judgment? We can’t afford throwing a cook-out for a bunch a dirty legged lineman. Lord knows there is a depression going on.”

“Gall durn it Girt, go back in the house and leave me to it. Our place is paid for and the car and we got plenty to say grace over. I’ll be back Thursday.”

He kept working and she slammed the screen door spewing a barrage of collective vulgarities over her shoulder on the way back in the house.

Sky felt bad now and after he got the car loaded and headed it out toward the road, he went back into the hen house and bent over in the corner in the dark. He scraped the dirt away and lifted the lid off the coffee can and pulled out the roll of bills. He took some of it and carefully replaced the lid and covered the dirt back over the can. He took the hat off his head and started reaching under each of the eight remaining hens and took their eggs. The one he had placed in the car had stopped sitting so well and he and Fancy would have her for dinner.

Girt was sitting at the table knowing he would come in and apologize and knowing he would still go on with the plan. So she had a bag packed for him and knew he probably would.

“There’s you a bag Sky with some clothes and a jacket for tonight. Have a good time and forget I cussed you.”

“It’s for the men. Some of them need to be picked up a little bit that’s all.”

“I know Sky. We’re lucky with what we have and it won’t hurt to share a little of our good fortune with others.”

“That’s my Girt. He took the eggs out of his hat and carefully placed them on the counter by the sink.

“I’ll wash the shit off of em’, you go on.”

“We’ll drive down to Galveston when I get back and spend the night and fish on the dock.”

Girt loved to fish and spend time on the Gulf.

“Oh goody, I’ll get things ready tomorrow.”

They kissed and he left.

He drove south from Crosby on the old Crosby Lynchburg road until he came to Highlands. Sky would need to be careful now as he eased the car up to the warehouse in the complex of buildings scattered along the track and near the ice plant. A big man sat on the dock in the rocking chair and stood slowly and put cautious attention to the Cadillac. He watched Sky get out and walk around to the trunk.

“I’ll open the door and you drive it in there.” He pointed toward the large truck door by the side of the dock. Sky said nothing and got back in and waited for the big man to walk down the steps of the dock and unlock the door. He went over and grabbed the handle with both hands and pulled on the steel slider and the door glided open with ease.

Sky drove the car inside and another man closed it immediately. Sky got out again and opened the passenger side door.

“How much and what kind?”

“Two cases of beer and a gallon of shine and a fifth of Taylor made.”

“I got Hag and Hag, Country Gentleman and Canadian Club.”

“I’ll take the American made.”

“Want ice?”

“Four big blocks and some burlap to keep it cold.”

“Yep”, said the big man, knowing the buyer needed the sacks already.

“That’ll be twelve dollars mister.”

“Damn that booze and beer is high. It’s gone up since Independence Day. Thought it would have gone down now that it’s legal most places again.”

“Still ain’t in these parts and may never be with these Bible thumpers and dry counties all over creation. In the meantime, it’s a risky business. Man can go to jail. But if you run an ice house it’s a good side business anyway.”

“I’ll just bet it is, neighbor.”

Sky paid the big man, got in the car and backed it out. He drove on through the town and just south of Highlands turned east and drove toward the San Jacinto River that feeds into Buffalo Bayou and on into Burnet Bay between Baytown and La Porte. The road turned to dirt and he made the five miles to the river bridge. The mule was wandering around on the bank grazing. Fancy had taken a hand line and climbed up and secured the block under the old bridge that crossed the river and tied the half hog to the line and pulled it up where it was cooler and the wind could cure the meat.

He had the hog wrapped in a burlap bag and he would lower it down and splash cold river water on it and raise it back up every few hours. The weather was cold enough except right in the middle of the day it needed a little extra care to preserve the meat for the cook out. When Sky got to the bridge road, he veered off without reducing speed. The Caddie called the placid gray dust up from its rest in rolling clouds searching for new landings. He slowed enough to turn under the bridge and the dust drifted out on over the San Jacinto.

Fancy was on the bank further down, trying to work a catfish to shore on a dull hook. He held the pole back and in the air as high as he could and was stooping over the fish attempting to drag the seven pounder from the water lilies.

Sky watched while producing one of the bottles of American whiskey and slowly pulled the cork. Raising the bottle up to his lips he took a nice swig, but kept his eyes focused on Fancy and could already taste the fried catfish they might enjoy in the evening under the bridge. He leaned over to his right and got enough room while sitting to reach down in his Levi’s and brought the token out. The lining of the pocket came out with it and he stuffed it back down.
with his fingertips. He admired the token and flipped it over and over again looking at both sides. After all these years engaging it sometimes, like today, as if it was the first time he ever held it in his hand.

Fancy worked the fish out of the weeds and onto the bank. The huge cat lay still now and struggled to breath, condemned to feel the sun on his helpless side for the first time.

Fancy looked up and noticed Sky sitting there looking over the steering wheel with the comforting smile of a true friend glowing in his path. Fancy held the unwilling fish up and he wiggled, but was surely doomed to the iron skillet.

Fancy wiggled his knees and hips; jumped after one quick step and clicked his heels. Sky laughed out loud and took another drink, then in one smooth flow he found the door handle turned left with ease and was out and walking the bottle toward Fancy. He slid the token back down into his left pant pocket just like always.

“Is that all you done since you been down here, is screw off and fish with all this work to be done?”

“Ah hell Sky I been waiting on you to get here and get me lined out. I know better than to get too far ahead of ya’. You don’t get to help,” grinned Fancy and took the bottle turning the bottom high.

“Better than to get too far ahead of ya’. You don’t get to help,” grinned Fancy and took the bottle turning the bottom high. 

“You caught it, I’ll clean it, and we’ll eat it,” they said together and laughed on.

Sky was downstream from camp under the hot Texas sun, shirt off and small sweat beads protruding from a strong tanned back.

His pant legs rolled up mid-thigh, masterfully sweat beads protruding from a strong tanned back.

“Is this all we’ve ever learned about living Sky? We gave ourselves away you know. We’re getting’ older now we can’t do it forever ya’ know.”

Sky stood up and turned toward his friend, fish in one hand, knife in the other. He dropped the fish in the skillet Fancy held out and the fish was overlapping and hard to keep contained. The fish was ready to fry and the two linemen were a little drunk.

“I was right there with him Fancy in 96” when he died”. Sky swallowed hard took the bottle out of Fancy’s front pocket and took a good drink.

“You told me that already, a thousand times, Sky. How long Sky? How long?”

“Till it’s strong enough to stand on it’s on and until no one man nor outfit can tear it down Fancy, that’s how long”.

They went down to the café a couple miles away and Sky dropped the coin into the phone and gave the operator the number to Local 66. When the dispatcher was on the line, he handed the receiver to Fancy and Fancy stepped forward in the disguised voice and called for fifteen linemen and five groundmen. He gave the location of the job show-up under the bridge where the party would be held and gave the company making the call for hands as L.E. Myers. The union dispatcher was confused and did not know about a job in the area. Things were slow and most of the local hands had traveled to other places far away to work. The depression was upon them and the trade was suffering in Houston.

“How long Sky? How long?”

“They’ll be there Mr. Myers, in the morning. Seven o’clock.”

“Thank you. That was like pulling hens’ teeth. Now get them men out here!”

“Tomorrow, seven, yes sir.”

Fancy and Sky laughed all the way back to the river. The tires sang the bias tune and the Cad soaked up the road and deposited it behind the tall pipe. The laughter could be heard into the heavens as the convertible expelled the talk and planning of the remainder of the day. Two old linemen laughing and having fun ready to pay the price to humor and agitate in a hard time to make a living in America.

It gave them great joy to fool the dispatcher at the hall and get him to write referrals for twenty men to the bridge. They would come expecting work, only to find the two old line hands there with the whiskey, beer, corn, potatoes and the hog cooking on the spit. Willing to tell some old stories and show some camaraderie to brothers who were a little down and out. They slept in struggling dreams of better times and had the cat fish and some fried potatoes before turning in for the night. Morning found them up already loading the fire place and getting the hog down from under the bridge where he had been hanging. At the first sign of light, the fire raged up and cast it shadows to the west behind Saul’s presence and the two men stood by the warmth it shed and drank a toast to the brotherhood led by Sky.

“Here’s to the brotherhood, and hoping it will always be what Henry and them wanted it to be Fancy.”

“Cheers”, said Fancy and they shared the occasion quietly while the sun rose. Sky in sincere thought of the great gathering at St. Louis in 1891 to start a great union for linemen and Fancy thinking about the party about to occur and all the fun he would be having with other linemen out of work like him. Fancy knew Sky would tell the story again of coming up from New Orleans on the Mississippi River working as a hand on a steam freighter loaded with sweet potatoes bound for St. Louis. He would tell of meeting those men at the dance hall when they met to create the IBEW. How he worked shoulder to shoulder with Henry and how he was raised up to be a linemen under his watchful eye until Henry’s untimely death in 1896. The vow Sky made to Henry while he took his last breath as a being and how the legend of his life would inspire them all to be organized into the brotherhood. Fancy knew Sky would show them all the token and the men would touch and rub and turn it and give it back to Sky who would slide it back down in his left front pant pocket just the way Henry always did after he was through showing it.

They started to appear in the six o’clock hour and were confused about not seeing any poles or tools of the trade about, just Sky’s cream-colored Cadillac sitting there and a fire glowing under the bridge. They had job referrals from the union hall and wanted to go to work. Some thought it funny and started drinking and helping to get the food ready. A few were mad but they were soon calmed by the rest and the party lasted all day and all night and they drank and ate and swam and fished. Some went home and some stayed all night and left hung over but happy and would always remember the time that two old hands called for linemen and groundmen to a job that did not exist.

continued in next issue
Congratulations on your service!

**HONOREES**

45 Years
- Haygood, Brian A
- Hicks, John R
- Kazakos, T M
- Kraemer, Kurt R
- Mckim, Joan D
- Menendez, Arthur
- O’bannon, Russ W
- Petersen, James
- Richards, Glenn T
- Urena, Jose
- Wheeler, Brian E
- Wolcott, William L

35 Years
- Anderson, Jeff B
- Blackmon, Catherine
- Doornenbal, John
- Hamilton, Mike E
- Harmon, Kate
- Haygood, Grant K
- Martin, William A
- Montgomery, Steve K
- Quigley, Michael O
- Ridge, Patricia
- Watson, Rosalind
- Wright, Rod D

25 Years
- Albertoni, Robert
- Costa, Kenneth
- Hamilton, Craig L
- Jones, Smart
- Daniel, Jack
- May, Randy C
- Musick, Clifford
- Orozco, Gonzalo A

20 Years
- Guas, Treasury
- Hutchings, Rod L
- Shaw, Stanley F
- Taylor, Douglas M
- Torres, Baldemar G
- Vanoostende, John A
- Whayne, Eric B
- Word, David D

15 Years
- Beck, Steve C
- Bolls, Patrick S
- Cooke, Norman W

**SERVICE AWARDS**

**Merced**

February 22, 2013

40 Years
Front row, from left: David Gomes, and Daniel Camarena. Back row, from left: Business Manager Tom Dalzell, and Ralph Buckmaster.

35 Years
Front row, from left: Ted Kazakos, Jose Urena. Back row, from left: (Dalzell), and Antonio Gutierrez.

30 Years
Front row, from left: Catherine Blackmon, and Rosalind Watson. Back row, from left: Grant Haygood, (Dalzell).

25 Years
Front row, from left: Bob Albertoni, Ralph Ramos, and Anne Vandemeer. Back row, from left: Randy May, (Dalzell).

Merced continued on page 29
SERVICE AWARDS

Eureka
March 8, 2013

25 Years
From left: Joseph P. Ramirez, (Dalzell), and Philip Hanes.

5 Years

HONOREES

40 Years
Arias, Pedro D
Bollan, Randy
Echeveria, Robert J
Flanagan, Daniel J
Pond, Deborah

35 Years
Cloninger, Thomas
Johnston, Johnny L
Mares, Casey
Morris, Jeffrey A
Richards, Rhonda
Thomas, Lee R

30 Years
Arnold, Charles
Butler, Mark K
Gonzales, Mark A
Marsh Jr., Leroy H
Stamatis, Kathy L

20 Years
Anderson, Terry M
Evans, Marc N

15 Years
Arce, Paul

10 Years
Badorine, Kimberly D
Bennett, Michael G
Cyphers, Michael D
Del Grande, Michael J

30 Years
Steve Valdovinos, Business Manager Tom Dalzell, Jesse Sweet.

5 Years
Front row, from left: Greg Young, and Sean Marsh. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and John Viehweg.

Congratulations on your service!

Merced continued from page 28

20 Years and 15 Years
From left: Baldemar Torres (20), (Dalzell), and Joaquin Mancebo (15).

10 Years
Front row, from left: Hijinio Morales and Rogelio Nava. Back row, from left: (Dalzell) and Martin Ortega.

10 Years

5 Years
From left: Bradley Trimeloni, (Dalzell) and Bryan Brock.
Per Capita increase

Effective Jan. 1, 2014 there will be an increase of two dollars per month in the per capita fee that is paid to the General Fund of the IBEW, President Ed Hill announced in a notice to all IBEW local union financial secretaries. All monthly dues payments for January 2014 and thereafter will be $17 for all “A” and “BA” members as well as Fee Payers.

For “A” members, the monthly pension fund payment in 2014 remains the same as 2013: $15 per month. For the full text of President Hill’s letter, please go to: http://www.ibew1245.com/news-Local1245/Per_Capita_Increase_10-1-13.pdf.

Alliance for Retired Americans
The fight never ends

By Bill Wallace

The fight never ends, the work never stops,” was the common theme expressed by AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka and other leaders at the national conference of the Alliance for Retired Americans. IBEW 1245 retirees in attendance were Tom Bird from the Yerington Chapter of the IBEW 1245 Retirees Club and myself, from the San Jose Chapter.

Let’s face it, the political environment for workers isn’t getting any better. The political climate has gone from the “New Deal” of the 1930s to the “Bad Deal” of the 2013s. The politicians’ push for austerity is premised on the falsehood that Social Security has caused the economic problem. Not only has Social Security not caused the problem, it has never cost the general fund one cent.

Sadly, it is easier for us to accept a plausible lie than it is to believe the complicated truth. With the tremendous influx of corporation money, plausible lies are rampant. Changing the manner in which we respond to critics of Social Security and Medicare is important in winning this war. We don’t win by going on the defense: we win by re-invigorating the image of Social Security as the retirement system that we built.

It is a proven system we can count on. It was created many years ago with the intended purpose that it would remain self-sufficient. And it has. What we built has proven to be the single most reliable government program ever put together and has never taken a cent from the Federal treasury.

The age of corporation monopolies was curtailed at the beginning of the 20th century by a Republican President and was restarted in the modern era by a Republican President. Today, monopolies are as alive, ruthless and brutal as they were when JP Morgan, John D. Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie, with their vast fortunes, ruled this country.

The fight for worker rights never ends. Workers of today benefit from the gains made by previous generations of union members. Having the ability to form a union is as much a concern for retirees as it is for those actively employed. Good wages, benefits and safety on the job is a style of living retirees want for their kids and grandkids. To further these goals, the labor community could use the collective wisdom of its retirees.

We are way ahead of where our forefathers were when they sacrificed their lives to stand against large corporations and the government. But with the comfort of knowing we can stand together, can we still motivate ourselves to take a stand? The Warren Buffets of today’s world are counting on our apathy and complacency as they continue their pursuit of profits at any cost. To endure, we must stay engaged, because the war against workers will never stop and our fight will never truly end.

NV Energy retirees get some relief

Local 1245 retirees at NV Energy are getting additional financial assistance for their medical care, thanks to a three-year campaign launched by the union in 2009.

The additional assistance comes in two ways. NV Energy has increased the “cap” on company contributions to retiree medical premiums, and it has established a new “discretionary fund” that will be administered by a trio of retiree activists.

The assistance for retirees didn’t come easy. In 2009, NV Energy acted unilaterally to freeze its contributions to retiree medical premiums, forcing retirees to absorb all future increases in premium costs. IBEW 1245 responded with a “Shame on NV Energy” campaign that publicized the retirees’ plight through political lobbying, demonstrations in Reno, Las Vegas and New York City, and a flood of newspaper, radio, television and internet ads.

In late 2012, a settlement of the dispute created mechanisms to assure that retirees will pay no more in premiums in 2013 and 2014 than they would have before the 2010 cap. In addition, the company placed money in a “discretionary fund” that can be used to help bargaining unit retirees with a demonstrated need.

“People’s costs are not going to be 100% compensated, but at least it’s some assistance on premiums and medically-related out-of-pocket expenses,” said Bon Borst, president of the Reno/Sparks chapter of the IBEW Local 1245 Retirees Club and one of the new fund’s trustees. Those expenses might include things like motel, food and gas expenses if you have to travel for treatment, among other expenses, Borst said.

The other trustees are retiree activists Rita Weisshaar, who helped organize rallies during the Shame on NV Energy campaign, and Tom Bird, who has been active in organizing several chapters of the IBEW 1245 Retirees Club in Nevada.

IBEW Local 1245’s benefits specialist, Bryan Carroll, has lent expertise to the administration of the fund.

“We want people to know that we got some results from our Shame on NV Energy campaign,” said Borst.

Administering the discretionary fund are trustees (clockwise from left) Rita Weisshaar, Ron Borst, and Tom “T-Bird” Bird, assisted by Business Representative Bryan Carroll.

Photo Credit: Vickie Borst
TYERINGN Retirees

There was thunder, lightning and rain, but that didn’t dampen the spirits of IBEW 1245 retirees attending the “Blues and Brews” festival at the Yerington Theater on the Arts on Sept. 13.

It was a “fine fall evening” when the event began about 6 pm on the front lawn of the Jeanne Dini Theater, according to Alyce Reese, a member of the Yerington Chapter of the IBEW 1245 Retirees Club. But the retirees were forced to take shelter when a storm hit.

After about 30 minutes of rain, “it was back to our table and a delicious ravioli dinner and a fabulous dessert,” said Reese. Then CeCe and the Biggest Little City Slickers from Reno provided blues “for our listening and dancing pleasure,” she said.

HUNDREDS gathered at the Federal Building in San Francisco on July 2 to protest proposed reductions in Social Security benefits. Similar demonstrations were held in 30 cities around the country. The so-called “Chained CPI” proposal would reduce Social Security benefits by $89.2 billion between 2015 and 2033.

Congratulations newly-retired members

The Local 1245 Retirees Club congratulates these recently-retired members of the union. We invite you to participate in a Retiree Club chapter in Dublin, San Jose, Vacaville, Santa Rosa, Merced, Reno, Yerington, Carson City or Winnemucca. If you don’t have a chapter nearby, call the union at 707-452-2718 and find out how you can start one!

Aires Lomba 33 years Sacramento, CA
Leslie Montgomery 34 years Templeton, CA
Lenny Lytle 8 years Marina, CA
Annette Havillia 35 years Antioch, CA
Wm Malone 41 years Antioch, CA
Burl Burleson 10 years Elk Grove, CA
Emily Mattos 38 years Antioch, CA
Cheryl Garcia 17 years Yreka, CA
David Hellwell 17 years Stockton, CA
Gregory Crawford 30 years San Luis Obispo, CA
Caryl Garrett 39 years Marysville, CA
Lori Lee 14 years San Luis Obispo, CA
Burl Burleson 10 years Elk Grove, CA
Paul Davis 35 years Stockton, CA
Mark Bonilla 17 years Modesto, CA
Rebecca Barrett 28 years Stockton, CA
Ronald Greene 39 years San Luis Obispo, CA
Steve Davis 35 years Stockton, CA
Auburn, CA
Belleville 39 years Wilmington, CA
Antioch, CA
Marysville, CA
San Luis Obispo, CA

Auburn, CA
"blues and brews," left side from front: Frank Bower, Tahnee
...and Tom Bird.

Edward Rillera

"flexible," she said.

and Tom Bird.

"blues and brews," left side from front: Frank Bower, Tahnee

...and Tom Bird.

Edward Rillera

"flexible," she said.

and Tom Bird.

Edward Rillera

"flexible," she said.

and Tom Bird.

Edward Rillera

"flexible," she said.

and Tom Bird.
SERVICE AWARDS
Sacramento
April 5, 2013

35 Years Front row, from left: Jon Bongiovanni, and Harold Blackburne. Back row, from left: Ken Amaral, (Dalzell).

35 Years Front row, from left: Denise Sand, and George Mattos. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Martin Jacobs, (Dalzell).

35 Years Front row, from left: Bill Westbrook, Gordon Cox, and George Mattos. Back row, from left: (De La Torre). Yolanda Holley-Dansby, (Dalzell).

40 Years Front row, from left: Terry Kinglshey and Richard Perry. Back row, from left: Danny Jackson, and Business Manager Tom Dalzell.

40 Years From left: Nebertha Corbin and Mary Wise.

HONOREES

50 Years
Brandon, William F
50 Years
Radavos, Victor Baugh, Sam W
50 Years
Mai, Gary C
50 Years
Sturges, Lee F

45 Years
Banish, William Baslee, Donna J
45 Years
Beene, Larry G
45 Years
Baslee, Donna J

40 Years
Amaral, Kenneth Apodoca, Gary Bazil, William E
40 Years
Blackshire, Harold R
40 Years
Blasquez, Richard A

35 Years
Rivera, George L

30 Years
Mccarthy, Sean M

25 Years
Ourtos, Robert L

15 Years
M万亩, Candy M

30 year
Front row, from left: Don Holle, Cesario Cruzat, Jon Langle.
Back row, from left: (De La Torre).

30 year
Front row, from left: Don Unbles, Mike Stiles, and Jimmy Ramirez. Back row, from left: (De La Torre) Leonard White, (Dalzell).

30 Years Front row, from left: (De La Torre) Leonard White, (Dalzell).

20 Years
Barker, Scott J

15 Years
Kollman, Mark K

10 Years
Oftedal, Annette V

5 Years
Oftedal, Annette V

years
Front row, from left: Bill Westoby, Gordon Cox, and George Mattos. Back row, from left: (De La Torre). Yolanda Holley-Dansby, (Dalzell).

years
Front row, from left: Bill Westoby, Gordon Cox, and George Mattos. Back row, from left: (De La Torre) Leonard White, (Dalzell).

years
Front row, from left: Roni Bongiovanni, and Harvey Meitzenheimer, Cheryl Mulock Jr., Charles D

years
Front row, from left: Roni Bongiovanni, and Harvey Meitzenheimer, Cheryl Mulock Jr., Charles D

years
Front row, from left: Roni Bongiovanni, and Harvey Meitzenheimer, Cheryl Mulock Jr., Charles D
Congratulations on your service!

Gomez, Ramon R
Griffiths, Bruce W
Haynes, Don E
Heidenreich, Clifford E
Holden, Greg T
Jackson, Sylvia L
James, Jeff P
Johnson, Rhonda J
Johnston, Clinton L
Lawton, Sheila L
Lewis II, James L
Logan, Adeen
Martinez, Elizabeth
Matthews, Stacy L
Merriam, Michael M
Monroe, William R
Munn, Michael B
Monroe, William R
Merriam, Michael M
Matthews, Stacy L
Lewis II, James L
Lawton, Sheila L
Johnston, Clinton L
James, Jeff P
Jackson, Sylvia L
Heidenreich, Clifford E
Haynes, Don E
Griffiths, Bruce W

Deanna L
Gomez, Gabriel M
Geiger, Scott A
Garcia, Jorge Z
Gallegos, Rafael
Fulton, Eric E
Franco, Elizabeth G
Frey, Cameron L
Fulson, Eric E
Gallegos, Rafael
Garza, Jorge Z
Garmo, Byron G
Geiger, Scott A
Gomez, Gabriel M
Gonzalez-Baldyga, Deanna L
Greco, Mark M
Hasenm Jr, Gregory V
Hawkins, Leland C
Hempstead, Marzetta A
Hernandez, Eric S
Hallister, Rich A
Jesser, Benjamin P
Jones, Melvin C
Jones, Robert L
Kalapaca, John C
Kahn, Ryan D
Kuhn, Jerry D
Lagerspetz, Mark
Lemberger, Joey C
Lloyd, Carmen
Longoria, Anthony L
Lopez, Angel
Lusk, Douglas M
Madigan, Jason F
Mandatza, Roberto G
Mathieu, Richard B
Maase, Lance M
Mcnutt, Philip A
Mendoza, Jesus R
Molina, Anthony R
Moore, Kyle L
Moore, Matthew B
Moore, Zennko D
Moreno, Marco N
Nerwinski, Rod W
Noblier, James E
Noloy, Thomas E
Okungowa, Eric N
Pallin, Richard E
Pancoast, Kristi A
Panton, Timothy R
Perkins, Thomas L
Postes, Thomas A
Robbins, Zeb L
Robinson Jr, Robert L
Ruska, Mark A
Rodriguez Jr, Carlos M
Rodriguez, Alberto
Romby, Lemuel W
Russell, Heath M
Santos, Daniel T
Sanchez, Anna L
Schmidt, Joshua F
Schlais, Josh
Schroeder, Steven J
Scott, Jacob B
Sheldon, Kevin W
Shultz, David B
Saha, Rachel E
Sipula, Thomas
Smeltzer, Scott A
Smith, Corey L
Sotomayor Jr, Luis A
Stevens, Jesse F
Stee, Carol L
Sullivan, Steve M
Sunderland, Eric D
Tabbert, Kelly K
Thomas, Richard A
Thomas, Robert L
Thomas, Ryan K
Thompson, Chad W
Thompson, Charles E
Tomassi, Michael L
Trotter, Richard N
Tuvalu, Mark E
Valdez, Anthony C
Vann, Lauren A
Veervo, Timothy E
White, Daniel J
Williams, Lucas C
Williams, Paul A
Wood, Kelley H
Wright, Hugh V
Wright, Dulcy

5 Years
Aguilar, Francisco
Alatorre, David I
Ardagost, Kevin M
Baker, Lynedra M
Barber, Glenn W
Barnhart, Gary R
Bailey, Allen W
Bellnap, Jack E
Benge, Michael A
Bey, Jose F
Bivins, Alexander L
Bohgan, Patrick
Bonner, Richard K
Boone, Robert L
Bowen, Zachary J
Boyle, Kevin F
Brady, Derrick G
Braden, Todd M
Brinson, Erin E
Bungo, Grant J
Cabrera, Harold C
Carlson, Jeffrey P
Carroll, Marco C
Caruthers, Tod L
Castañeda, Jose L
Castro, Jeffrey A
Cather, Judy M
Celestine, Rosella
Chancellor, Jessica L
Charles, Lani C
Chavez III, Joe R
Cusmano, Jonathan A
Desart, Brandon P
Devlin, Michael
Devol, Mark A
Drapeau, Christine M
Dulin, Timothy S
Ehrhardt, Joshua L
Ferguson, David W
Ferraris, Joseph S
Forsay, Bryan
Fuller, Lawrence A
Fung, Peter
Galesta, Antoninitte Y
Galgos, Daniel M
Grant, Tyler
Grauer, Eric C
Guerra, Miguel
Gutierrez, Alejandro
Guzman, Daniel N
Hamilton, Brent B
Hardy, Matthew D
Hatten, David G
Hayden, Jacob L
Hayward, Shelley
Henderson, Steven M
"Michael" Hernandez, Leonardo
Hernandez, Nestor
Hirsch, Justin K
Hunt, Scott J
Iqbal, Youasf
Kibro, James K
Knoche, David W
Kosukulis, John A
Larsen, Donald R
Lauer, Eric N
Lewis, Dena D
Loeb, Lisa M
Lopez, Eric M
Lopez, Juan C
Lucero, Angel A
Mahane, John C
Malia, Rory P
Martinez, Maria
Marti, Daniel A
Martinez, Saul
Mccollum, Culby R
McHale, David A
Mello, Adam C
Miramontes, Orlando
Morgan, Brendan L
Munce Jr, Michael N
Nears, Phillip W
Nieto, Juan C
Obregon, America G
Padgett, David A
Pagett, Timothy R
Palpallatt, Daniel J
Parker, James R
Paty, Kevin L
Payne, Christina M
Peretz, Jacinto

5 Years
Andrade, Manuel
Albright, Michael D
Aguilar, Francisco
Alatorre, David I
Ardagost, Kevin M
Baker, Lynedra M
Barber, Glenn W
Barnhart, Gary R
Bailey, Allen W
Bellnap, Jack E
Benge, Michael A
Bey, Jose F
Bivins, Alexander L
Bohgan, Patrick
Bonner, Richard K
Boone, Robert L
Bowen, Zachary J
Boyle, Kevin F
Brady, Derrick G
Brad, Todd M
Brinson, Erin E
Bungo, Grant J
Cabrera, Harold C
Carlson, Jeffrey P
Carroll, Marco C
Caruthers, Tod L
Castañeda, Jose L
Castro, Jeffrey A
Cather, Judy M
Celestine, Rosella
Chancellor, Jessica L
Charles, Lani C
Chavez III, Joe R
Cusmano, Jonathan A
Desart, Brandon P
Devlin, Michael
Devol, Mark A
Drapeau, Christine M
Dulin, Timothy S
Ehrhardt, Joshua L
Ferguson, David W
Ferraris, Joseph S
Forsay, Bryan
Fuller, Lawrence A
Fung, Peter
Galesta, Antoninitte Y
Galgos, Daniel M
Grant, Tyler
Grauer, Eric C
Guerra, Miguel
Gutierrez, Alejandro
Guzman, Daniel N
Hamilton, Brent B
Hardy, Matthew D
Hatten, David G
Hayden, Jacob L
Hayward, Shelley
Henderson, Steven M
"Michael" Hernandez, Leonardo
Hernandez, Nestor
Hirsch, Justin K
Hunt, Scott J
Iqbal, Youasf
Kibro, James K
Knoche, David W
Kosukulis, John A
Larsen, Donald R
Lauer, Eric N
Lewis, Dena D
Loeb, Lisa M
Lopez, Eric M
Lopez, Juan C
Lucero, Angel A
Mahane, John C
Malia, Rory P
Martinez, Maria
Marti, Daniel A
Martinez, Saul
Mccollum, Culby R
McHale, David A
Mello, Adam C
Miramontes, Orlando
Morgan, Brendan L
Munce Jr, Michael N
Nears, Phillip W
Nieto, Juan C
Obregon, America G
Padgett, David A
Pagett, Timothy R
Palpallatt, Daniel J
Parker, James R
Paty, Kevin L
Payne, Christina M
Peretz, Jacinto

5 Years
From left: James Parker, Steven Vilceanu, (Dalzell).

10 Years
From left: James Parker, Steven Vilceanu, (Dalzell).

15 Years
From left: (De La Torre), Brian Boyd, (Dalzell).

20 Years
Front row, from left: Rich Cortez, Kathy Matthews, and Breek Smith. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Lisa Long-Ankoh, (Dalzell).

25 Years
Front row, from left: Mark Kollman, Manuel Deanda, Nancy Sweeney. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Kevin Krummes, David Deanda, (Dalzell).

Congratulations on your service!
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

To the Officers and Members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local No. 1245
Vacaville, California

We have audited the accompanying statements of Financial Position arising from cash transactions as of December 31, 2012 and the related Statement of Cash Receipts and Disbursements of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local No. 1245 for the year then ended.

Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America: this includes the design, implementation, and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessment, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation of the financial statements and the fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

As described in Note 1, these financial statements are prepared on the basis of accounting, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting other than U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.

Accordingly, the accompanying statements are not intended to present financial position and results of operations in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the cash basis transactions of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local 1245 for the year ended December 31, 2012 and its financial position (cash basis) at December 31, 2012 in accordance with the basis of accounting described in Note 1 to the statements.

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying supplemental information is presented for the purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements. Such information is the responsibility of management and was derived from and relates directly to the underlying account and other records used to prepare the financial statements. The information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the financial statements and certain additional procedures, including comparing and reconciling such information directly to the underlying accounting and other records used to prepare the financial statements or to the financial statements themselves, and other additional procedures in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. In our opinion, the information is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the to the financial statements as a whole.

DALMAS ACCOUNTANCY CORPORATION
San Bruno, California
March 28, 2013
Affiliation fees:
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 3,820,000
Santa Clara C.L.C. 9,984
Alameda C.L.C. 12,480
Kern / Inyo 1,350
Nebraska State Electrical Association 840
Sacramento C.L.C. 13,200
San Francisco C.L.C. 18,102
Contra Costa C.L.C. 11,700
Marin County C.L.C. 7,164
San Joaquin and Calaveras C.L.C. 5,236
Butte-Glenn C.L.C. 1,500
Napa-Solano C.L.C. 2,889
Fresno-Madera C.L.C. 5,490
Merced-Mariapo C.L.C. 2,250
Stanislaus-Tuolumne C.L.C. 1,860
Marysville C.L.C. 1,200
Humboldt-Del Norte C.L.C. 600
Five Counties C.L.C. 1,778
Monterey County C.L.C. 3,630
Government Coordinating Council 600
San Mateo C.L.C. 3,825
Joint Executive Conference-N.C. Electrical Workers 100
Tri Counties C.L.C. 4,560
Maritime Trades Post Council 600
Northern Nevada C.L.C. 1,650
Forum - Alameda Retired Members 60
NV Alliance Retired Americans 200
California State Association of Electrical Workers 984,101
CARA 100
Congress of Ca - Seniors 125
TCC-4 383
Employee benefits:
Membership benefits:
Members education 866
Injured workers fund 76
Miscellaneous fees 35,145
Audit fees 38,900
Insurance - travel 1,000
Insurance - pension and 401K bond 17,972
Insurance - auto 52,395
Miscellaneous taxes 352
Local 1 dues (20)
Law clerk expenses 4,835
Local 1 dues (20)
Miscellaneous taxes 352
Insurance - auto 52,395
Insurance - pension and 401K bond 17,972
Insurance - travel 1,000
Insurance - professional liability 20,860
Audi fees 38,900
Charitable donations 9,434
Miscellaneous fees 35,145
Sales tax 2,320
Consulting fees 472,190
Total Disbursements 27,085,431

Various Other Committees:
Outside Line 4,655 6,443 11,098
Davey Tree 2,351 2,251 4,602
Retirees 6,242 6,242
Central Labor 147 147
City of Healdsburg 33 33
SMUD 34,530 27,389 61,919
Membership development 172,666 790,504 963,170
Youth Council 24,626 861 25,487
Peer to peer 49,051 28,893 77,944
Utility Reporter 545 545
Frontier committee 38,405 6,552 44,957
Paradise ID 110 110

McKinstry: 5,383,471
Research and Education:
Subscriptions and publications 34,533
Scholarship fund 1,500 36,033
Office salaries:
Administration office salaries 288,573
Bargaining unit salaries 777,087 1,080,680
Office expenses:
Rent 480,000
Telephone 198,631
Postage mail service and meter expense 88,701
Print room/printing 170,172
Supplies 30,152
Equipment maintenance 7,841
Data processing 17,292
Equipment rental 29,973
Utility reporter 121,994
Miscellaneous 27,533
Bank charges 17,789
Furniture and equipment purchases 132,000
Storage 4,317 1,326,437

Salaries Paid or Reimbursed Expenses Total
Committee salaries and expenses:
Executive Board meetings 32,981 34,969 67,950
Advisory Council 18,267 51,790 70,057
Trial Board 5,096 5,096
Ways & Means 795 795
Trustee Committee 14,761 5,071 19,832
Review Committee 14,720 7,960 22,680
Safety Committee 17,214 20,599 37,813
Shop Steward expenses 210,509 42,192 252,701
Other conferences 97,092 177,916 275,008
Labor Management 9,440 9,440
Organizing 5,373 58,536 63,909
Grievance/FFLC 10,927 10,927 410,917 425,291 836,208

PG&E & Negotiation Committees:
Departmental: 1,149 51,956 53,105
Meals Committee 45 45
Negotiations 573,281 383,801 957,082
Ad Hoc 12,850 12,850
PSEA 15 15
Exhibit XVI 16,280 7,759 24,039
Benefits negotiations 4,330 5,791 10,121
T & R 7,175 3,094 11,269
Clerical negotiations 3,725 3,725
Operations 4,188 4,188
Substation 1,245 1,245
G&I 1,377 1,377
Crew 769 769
Lines of Progression 75 75
Misc. CLC 14,118 14,118
Employee orientation 4,418 4,418
Group Life 906 906
Smart meter 49 49
Lineman 222 222

Union Plus
Holiday Deals and Discounts that make your holidays sparkle - exclusively for union members!
Find the perfect gifts at great prices.
Get discounts on everything from flowers to laptops and wireless phones and more.
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35 Years
Front row, from left: Tom Bailey, Esther Ruiz, Chris Jackson. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), (Dalzell).

35 Years
Front row, from left: Sal Mesa, David Mydland, and David Dobrenen. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), (Dalzell).

35 Years
Front row, from left: Greg McBee and Scott Branch. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Byron McArthur, (Dalzell).

25 Years
Front row, from left: Mark Rolow, Joellen Minner, and Timothy Stevens. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Lars Wingereid, (Dalzell).

30 Years
Front row, from left: Michael Lawson, Clinton Carr, and Ron Nickell. Back row, from left: (De La Torre), Lars Wingereid, (Dalzell).

5 Years
Front left: Business Rep Abel Sanchez, (De La Torre), Roberto Solotio, (Dalzell).

HONOREES

55 Years
Heaton, William R
Walsh, Michael

50 Years
Harkins Jr., Neil J

45 Years
Digeman, John
Gaintor, Dean

40 Years
Anthony, Jerry
Barranza, Daniel
Borradori, Dante
Crieg, Ramon J
Morin, Daniel A
Bradford Jr., Paul I
Daniel, John B

35 Years
Jones, Mitchell
Kimble, Jack L
Putter, Stevens
Richardson, Wayne R

35 Years
Connors, James L
Deadmond, Lee
Dobrenen, David
Ellis, Mark
Hansen, Wyatt
Harpy, Douglas
Jackson, Chris
Obrerion, Ray E
Patrick, Daniel
Rolow, Mark E
Santa Cruz, Alex
Bailey, Tommy
Contreras, Dan E
Dahms, David P

35 Years
Doby, Curtis B
Edgmon, Jerry R
Esponza, Jesse J
Grundy, Lottie D
Hargreaves, Rodney
Laughlin, Les A
Mesa, Salvador
Millar, Robert M
Minner, Joellen
Mydland, David E
Pyle, David J
Rice, Timothy R
Ringenberg, Brian K
Ruiz, Esther
Stevens, Timothy
Sullivan, Patrick E
Valdez, Stephen A
Walker, Red

30 Years
Carr, Clinton W
Clark, Mark W
Clark, Steve D
Davis, Greg D
Feldstein, Tim M
Lawson, Karen J
Lawson, Michael L
Nickell, Ron D
Perry, Kerry D
Salinas, Roberto
Ward, Teresa
Wingererd, Lars E

25 Years
Branch, Scott
Harwood, Ray E
Kasha, Jeffrey A
Mcchee, Greg
Neufeld, Dan A
Petroopoulos, Cindy
Flores, Daniel A
Henry, Sam M
Johnson, Richard D
Mearthan, Byron E

25 Years
Ray, Clifford E
Stadelhofer, David W

15 Years
Blizard, Joseph J
Dugas, Clifford W
Fedeline, Chris
Haut, Robert C
Olberding, Jim F
Solorio, Roberto
Williams, Lacey

10 Years
Austin, Scott T
Barnachia, John P
Barron, Raul
Barron, Paul E
Champion, Ernest C
Cascarant, Juan
Frakes, Lori A
Freeman, Jeremy G
Fuentes, Agustin L
Greenwood, Robert J
Hoerner, Justin J
Hutchins, Marc V
Lodien, Laura L
Long, Robert W
Malmbriag, Matthew W
Maxfield, Ryan E
Mcintyre, Robert J
Medina, Gino J
Montoya, Jose L
Murray, Sean L
Navarro, Salvador
Nelson, Johnnie B
Potter, Jason W
Reed, Jason K
Thompson, Randy B
Velazquez, Juan
Welsh, Luke J
Whipple, Paul H
Whitlow, Ronald D
Yourchek, John Y
Zaragoza, Lisa M

5 Years
Beltz, Jason C
Brauer, Travis J
Briegel, Nicholas
Brown, Daniel E
Chamberlain, Nathaniel N
Day, Jonathan
Flores, Saul
Gardner, Joshua L
Grissel, Ross
Graff, Steven
Henry, Chris
Herrera, Daniel
Hinz, Nicholas G
Mallett, Mark A
Mclain, Matt A
Mcint, Jason A
Mooor, Johnathan E
Perez, Agustina
Perkins-Wilkerson, Candice A
Robbins, Anthony "Andy" Snyder, Joseph M
Sturial, Ian J
Turney, Joseph J